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College Calendar. 
1922. 
SEPT. 5. Tuesday-College Opens 7 :30 p.m. 
OCT. 
NOV. 
6. Wednesday-Day Pupils Register, 8-9 a.m. 
7. Thursday-Co1lege Athletic Societies organize and 
elect officers. 
8. Friday-Solemn High Mass of the Holy Ghost. 
10. Sun<lay-l\1eeting of the Soda lily of the B. V. M.; 
Eleclion of Officers. " 










Election of Officers. 
Friday-St. Basil's Literary Society holds first meeting; 
Election of Officers. 
Tuesday-Dramatic Club Opens at 7 :30 p.m. 
Friday-St. Dionysius' LiLerary Society holds first 
meeting; Election of Officers. 
Tuesday-St. Michael's Literary Society holds first 
meeting; Election of Officers. 
Wednesday-All Saints' Day. 
Thursday-All Souls' Day. 
Sunday-N o,·ena Preparatory to the feast of the Pre-
sentation of the B. V. M. 
Tuesday-Feast of the Presentation of the B. V. M.; 
Religious Feast of the Basilians. 
Friday-Close of the F oothall Season; Opening of the 
Handball Courts; Opening of the Basketball Season; 
Gymnasium opens. 
30. Thursday-Novena in honor of the Immaculate Con-
ception of the B. V. M. begins. 
DEC. 8. Friday-Feast of the Immaculate Conception of the 
B. V. M. Reception into the Sodality of the B. V. M. 
9. Saturday-Announcements of the Subjects for Ora-
torical Contests. 
23. Saturday-Christmas Holidays begin. 
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1923. 





















Wednesday-Christmas Holidays end at 6 p.m. 
Thurs<lay-Classcs Resumed at 9 a.m. 
Friday-Fe.rst of tl1e Purification; Election of Officers 
of the Sodality of the B. V. M. for the Second Term. 
Salurday-Feast of St. Blasius; Blessing of Throats. 
Ash Wednesday. 
Thursday-Washington's Birthday; Holiday after 
Morning Class; Entert:dnmenl by Lhe Dramatic Club. 
Wednesday-Feast of St. Thomas Aquinas; Ornlorical 
Contest. 
Saturday-St. Patrick's Day; Holiday. 
Monday-St. Joseph's Duy. 
Wednesday-Easler Holidays begin. 
Easter Sunday. 
Easter Holidays End. 
Wednesday-Baseball Season opens. 
Forty Hours' Devotion. 
Monday-Solemn Opening of the Exercises of May. 
Ascension Thursday. 
Friday-Junior Oratorical Contest. 
Annual Retreat. 
Tuesday-Novena in Honor of St. Basil begins. 







The building, which up to 1875, had been large enough to 
supply the needs of the Catholics of \Vestern Ontario for higher 
education, was erected at Sandwich by the Jesuit Fathers. 
Here in 1855, those ,vorld-famous educators of Catholic youth 
erected the original building of the regular college group, and 
opened classes in order to give a religious and classical 
training to the young men of the district and surrounding 
country. Before two full years had elapsed, however, these 
zealous instructors had been called away to other more 
pressing work. The college, during the next decade, passed 
successively through the hands of the Benedictines, of the 
Dasilians, and of the late Theodule Girardot, who afterwards 
filled the position of the Inspector of Public Schools in the 
County of Essex. In 1870, the late Dr. \Yaish, then Bishop of 
London, seeing the need of establishing the College on a more 
permanent basis, called upon the Priests of St. Basil to take 
charge once more of Assumption College. The prospects of 
success, he felt, were now brighter; the Catholics of the 
neighborhood were prosperous; and, this together with the 
proximity of the fast growing metropolis of the great State 
of Michigan, just across the border, promised a large field 
of usefulness to the College. 
Father Dennis O'Connor, later Bishop of London, and 
Archibishop of Toronto, where he <lied on June 30th, 1911, 
headed the little band that came to take charge of Assumption 
College in September, 1870. That the choice of Superior was 
a wise one is evidenced by the splendid success with which the 
College ,vas conducted under the new regime. Himself a 
trained scholar, a born teacher, and typical disciplinarian, 
Fath<'r O'Connor possessed the happy faculty of infusing part 
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of his own energy ancl resistlcss pcrseYcrance into the hearts of 
the small staff of professors that shared his labors; and thus the 
College grew and prospered. Owing to the ever increasing 
attendance of students from both Ontario an<.i the adjacent 
States, is was founrl necessary in 1875 to add to the College 
buildings, and still again in 1883. Since then several additions 
have been erected. The year 1908 witnessed the completion 
of a beautiful Alumni Chapel, which was dedicated with 
impressive ceremony by the Rt. Rev. J. Edward Meunier, 
Administrator of the Diocese of London, on June 16th. Two 
additional buildings, a gymnasium and a private room build-
ing, the corner stones of which were laid by Rt. Rev. M. F. 
Fallon, D. D., Bishop of London, on St. Basil's Day, 1915, 
were opened that fall. The College now has ample accommo.! 
dation for three hundred boarders. 
Realizing the increasing importance of securing for 
Catholic Education standing before the state, the authorities 
of the College in 1920 affiliated it to \Vestern University, 
London, Ont. Students may now secure from Assumption 
a University degree while at the same time enjoying all the 
safeguards and other advantages of Catholic education. The 
curriculum for the first two years of the college course is so 
arranged as to meet the requirements of Universities, both in 
Ontario and Michigan, for pre-medical and pre-law courses. 
The impetus for good given the College by its first President 
after the Basilians had assumed permanent charge still 
continues to keep it abreast of the times, and true to its 
principles of training youth in "Vir tue and Discipline and 
Knowledge." 
The situation of the College on the south bank of the 
Detroit RiYer, the salubrious climate of extreme \V estern 
Ontario, the excellent system of instruction in both the 
Classical and Commercial Courses, make Assumption College 





REVEREND J. T. MUCKLE, C. S. B., M.A. 
Director of Studies and First Councillor-
REVEREND T.V. MOYLAN, C. S. B. 
Treasurer and Second Councillor-
REVEREND E. J. WELTY, C. S. B., B. A. 
FACULTY 
Professors of Philosophy-
REV. W. SHARPE, C. S. B., B. D., M.A. 
REV. C. COUGHLIN, C. S. B., B. A. 
REV. E. TIGHE, C. S. B., B. A. 
REV. C. DONOVAN, C. S. B., B .A. 
Professors of Latin and Greek-
REV. T. T. MUCKLE, C. S. B., M.A. 
REV. W. SHARPE, C. S. B., B. D., M. A. 
REV. L. BONDY, C. S. B., B. A. 
REV. D. FORESTELL, C. S. B., B. A. 
REV. C. DONOVAN, C. S. B., B. A. 
MR. R. LOWREY, C. S. B. 
Professors of English-
REV. D. FORESTELL, C. S. B., B. A. 
REV. C. COUGHLIN, C. S. B., B. A. 
REV. J.C. PLOMER, C. S. B. 
MR. W. DWYER, B. A. 
Professors of History-
REV. E. J. PLOURDE, C. S. B. 
MR. C. BA TES. 
Professors of Mathematics-
REV. W. G. ROGERS, C. S. B., B. A. 
MR. A. B. McINTYRE, B. A. 
MR. V. WALSH. 




REV. W. G. ROGERS, C. S. D., D. A. 
i\IR. C. BATES. 
Professors of French and German-
REV. D. FORESTELL, C. S. B., D. A. 
REV. L. :CO~DY~ C. S. B., I3. A. 
REV. E. WELTY. C. S. D., B. A. 
MR. R. LaPORTE, B. A. 
Professor of Spanisb-
MR. C. S. ESTEVES, B. A. 
Professors of Scripture and Christian Doctrine--
REV. T. T. MUCKLE, C.•S. B., M. A. 
REV. T.V. MOYLAN, C. S. B. 
REV. J. C. PLOMEit C. S. B. 
REV. T. HEYDO~. C. S. B. 
REV. E. J. PLOURDE, C. S. It 
REV. W. SHARPE, C. S. B., C. D., M. A. 
REV. J. SPRATT, C. S. B. 
REV. R. DENSON. 
Professors of Commercial Departmen~-
REV. E. J. PLOURDE, C. S. B. 
MR. W. DWYER, B. A. 
Teachers in Preparatory School-
REV. L. BONDY, C. S. B., B. A. 
REV. R. BENSON. 
MR. A. O'BRIEN, C. S. B. 
MR. W. MORRISSEY. 
MR. L. FURY. 
MR. V. WALSH. 
Prefects of Study-
REV. P. J. HOWARD, C. S. Il., M.A. 
MR. C. SHEEHAN. 
Prefects of Recreation-
REV. L. BONDY, C. S. B., B. A. 
MR. L. DOLAN, C. S. B. 
MR. C. KELLY, C. S. B. 
Prof cssor of Elocution and Oratory-
REV. C. COUGHLIN, C. S. B., ll. A. 
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Lecturer in Bacteriology and Public Health-
W. J. BEASLEY, 1\1. D. 
Piano. Voice, and Instrumental Music-
PROFESSOR J. NAPOLITANO. 
Director of College Orchestra-
REV. WILFRID SHARPE, C. S. B., B. D., M.A. 
Professor of Plain Chant-
REV. R. BENSON. 
Chaplain and Master of Ceremonics-
REV. W. G. ROGERS, C. S. B., B. A. 
Librnrian-
REV. T. J. HEYDON, C. S. B. 
Director of Gymnasium-
l\1R. A. JACQUES. 
Attending Physicians-
W. J. BEASLEY, M. D. 
L. G. McCAilE, M. D. 
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I. 
General Conspectus of Studies. 
The College, in carrying out its idea of Education, aims 
at forming the whole man - the moral, intellectual, and the 
physical. It teaches science and discipline, trains the higher 
faculties of the soul, and makes right living the great end to 
be obtained. 
Religion and science go band in hand throughout the 
course, and these, aided by a discipline, mild, yet firm, furnish 
the only certain way to turn out men of a Christian character, 
of learning and of self-control. This is our hope, that the 
students who pass through our hands will make good priests 
in the Church, or worthy laymen, able to hold their own in 
whatever walk of life their lot may be cast. 
THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL 
The Preparatory School is cle~igned for young boys, to 
prepare them for en trance in the High School or the Commer-
cial Course. To enter the Preparatory School boys must 
have attained Senior Fourth Reader standing in the Canadian 
system, or have reached Sc, cnth Grade in the school system of 
the United States. \\' hen the work of the Senior Fourth or 
Eighth Grade has been completed students arc admitted to the 
High School or Commercial Course, according as they intend 
to study for one of the liberal professions or fit themselves 
for business. 
THE COMMERCIAL COURSE 
The Commercial Course prepares the student for a busi-
ness career. The course in the College can be completed in 
one year. For some students, however, an additional year is 
necessary to secure a diploma. The object of the course is to 
make the student familiar with the theory and practice of 
business transactions ,to give him a clear insight into com-
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mcrcial relations, and to form his judgment. The subjects 
taught in the Commercial Department are the same as are 
found in the curricula of the best business colleges, to which 
is added a thorough course in Christian Doctrine. Business 
and Shorthand and Typewriting diplomas are awarded to 
students who pass with honor the cxaminiations set at the end 
of the course. 
THE HIGH SCHOOL COURSE 
The High School Course c111braces four years work, 
though a good student can by faithful application cover the 
prescribed matter in three years. The subjects taught arc: 
Christian Doctrine, Latin, Greek, French, German, English, 
History, Geography, 11 athcmatics, and Science. The course 
is designed to qualify the student for admission to the College 
Course and for matriculation into any Canadian or American 
University. 
THE COLLEGE COURSE 
For admission to the College Course students must have 
completed the College High School Course or have passed 
Junior Matriculation or Entrance to Normal examination if 
they come from Canadian High Schools or Collegiate Insti-
tutes, or ha\'c graduated from a High School having a four 
year course if they come from an American school. 
This course coYers a period of four years. On graduating 
stu<lcnts rccciYe the Bachelor of Arts degree from \V est.ern 
CniYcrsity, to which Assumption College is affiliated. The 
first two years of this course is equivalent to the Prc-M edical 
and Pre-Law courses of American Universities. 
RELIGIOl'S INSTRUCTION 
A Catholic Col lcge, as such, can haYe no other reason for 
its existence than the necessity which is felt to exist of teach-
ing religion. Education without religion is a misnomer, which 
may prod ucc learned infidels, but lea,·cs the incliYidual without 
any object in life beyond the desire of acquiring the mere 
material goods hestowecl by the world on its \'Otaries. Hence, 
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as religion is the reason of our existence, religious instruction 
is given in all the years. From the elementary truths taught 
in Preparatory School, the stmlent is lead through a well 
gradc<l course of Christian Doctrine, Ch urc.h History and 
Scripture, during which he not only learns to gfre a reason for 
the faith that is in him, but breathes an atmosphere of 
Catholicity, that gi,·cs tone to his whole after life, and makes 
him a true son of the Church, whether he sen·es her in the 
workl or in the sanctuary. 
PHILOSOPHY 
The Classical Course finds its natural complement and 
pcrfecti~1 in the study of Philosophy, the foundation 0£ all 
science and the handmaid of Theology. The Philosophy taught 
in the College is the Philosophy of St. Thomas, which com-
bines the best of ancient thought with the teachings of the 
great exponents of Catholic doctrine, and which is warmly 
recommended by our late Holy Father, Pope XIII., in his 
Encyclical Letter ".mterni Palris," of the fourth of August, 
eighteen hundred and seventy-nine. The course embrace~ 
Logic, Mental Philo!:)ophy, Ethics and History of Philosophy. 
In addition to the~c subjects, students in Philosophy arc 
required to pursue their studies in Latin, English, French or 
German, Scripture, Church History and Christian Doctrine. 
In all these subjects they have access to numerous books of 
reference. They arc memhers of a Literary Association and 
of a Dramatic Club, in which they have excellent opportunities 
of improving themselves in English Literature and Elocution. 
They arc provided with rooms and ha\'e the advantage of a 
special rule. The grade is that of the second, third and fourth 
years in the Arts' Course. 
CLASSICS 
For many hundred years the Classics have been reputed 
the best instrument of mental training. The study of them is 
fitly called a lihcral education, because it emancipates the 
mind and is the apprenticeship everyone must serve before 
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becoming a "free brother of the guild which passes the torch 
of life from age to age." Notwithstanding the Yiews latterly 
advanced as to their utility, we still bclie,·e that no discipline 
is more uscf ul where the aim is to impart broad culture with 
accuracy in scholarship. The mrtstcr minds in Church and 
State, trained in this gymnasium, arc guarantee sufficient 
that we do right in giYing much time to the study of the 
Classics, and in teaching them in such a way that the student 
can not only translate but read them, that is to say, take into 
his own mind the thoug hts and ideas of the author, without a 
conc:;cious appeal to the ycrnacular equivalent. 
ENGLISH ,,, 
\Vhilc the Yalue of Classics as an educator is recognized 
in the High School and College Courses, the importance o f 
English is not overlooked. English is the language of the 
United States and the greater portion of Canada. Students 
must be trained to speak and write it well. A glance at the 
curriculum will sh.ow that the faculty recognizes the necessity 
of the most careful training in English. In the High School 
Department the course is that prescrihed by the Department 
of Education of Ontario for Collegiate Institutes and High 
Schools. The course in the College Department corresponds 
with that prescribed for students in our Uni,·crsities. 
HTSTOHY 
The poet sa;·s that "the noblest study of mankind is 
man." If ,ye except a man's Creator, the poet speaks true. 
History furnishes a knowlcdg-e of men, of the great men of the 
world and of their deeds; and hence History claims a p lace 'in 
c,·cry school curriculum. The college graduate should have 
an intimate kno,, ledge of the history of his country and a 
good acquaintance with ancient and modern history in general, 
ancl every Catholic college gracluatc should have a thorough 
knowledge of the history of the grand old Church to which 
he belongs. Such knowledge the course in history, profane 
and ecclesiastical, a ims to giYe. 
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MODERN LANGUAGES 
The knowledge of some modern languag" other than one's 
own is becoming more and more necessary every day, especially 
in a country which represents many nationalities. It is valuable 
to the business man, invaluable to the scholar, and necessary 
to the priest. The scholar can not ignore the literatures of 
languages, closely related to his own; and the priest, who, by 
the nature of his calling, comes into contact ,vith people of 
different tongues, to whom he must dispense the bread of 
doctrine and the consolations of Holy Church, is frequently 
made to realize his limitations, if English is his only tongue. 
Realizing this fact and k110wing that many of our students 
come from localities in which the knowledge of French, German 
and Spanish is necessary, or useful, the study of these languages 
is made part of the course in. the High School and College 
Departments. The study of French, German and Spanish is 
begun in the first year of the High School Course. Every 
student must take one or other language through the High 
School and the College Courses. These languages, of course, 
are taught without extra charges and the facilities afforded to 
students to master them arc unsurpassed. 
l\fATHEMATICS 
The study of Mathematics is in itself an education. It is 
one of the most powerful factors in forming the judgmcnt, and 
helps to develop the reasoning powers, probably, to a greater 
extent than docs any other study. Hence, it has an importance 
in any scheme of education that can not be neglected, and can 
_J.-iardly be over estimated. Knowing this, we have made our 
Courses in Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry very 
complete. 
NATURAL SCIENCE. 
Present day needs demand that every secondary school 
give a good training in Natural Science-Physics, Chemistry 
and Biology. The College claims to give suc:h training. Its 
laboratories are amply furnished and each student performs 
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experiments unckr the supcn·ic;ion of the instructor. In the 
High School, the work in Physics and Chemistry prepare!'- the 
student for matriculation and in the Collcga Course the work 
of the first two years of the Pass Course of the lJni\'ersity in 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology is completed. This work is 
that demanded by the pre-medical examinations. It includes 
the principles of Botany, Zoology. General and Organic 
Chemistry, and qualitative analysis, with the CAl)Crimental 
work required. 
:MUSIC 
T ndi,·idua] lessons a re given in pianoforte, singing, violin, 
mandolin and other stringccl instruments. Opportunities are 
offered for the practice of ensemble playing. Once a week a 
class is held for the $pecial study of Liturgical Chant. Occa-
sionally entertainments arc prepared, in which pupils that arc 
sufficiently advanced, are requested to take part. A Glee Club 
is maintained in the College for the special practice of part 
singing, and all the pupils gifted with sufficient voice and 
musical temperament may become members of it. 
STUDENT SOCIETIES 
Various societies and assocaitions have been organized 
for the promotion of religion, sociability, and literary actiYity. 
The Sodalities have a chapel, in which a devotional meeting is 
held once a week, consisting of a short instruction, chanting 
office, singing of hymns, and Holy Mass. The literary societies 
hold bi-weekly reunions for the reading of essays, debates, etc. 
A well-equipped reading room is opened to the students every 
evening and on the afternoons of holidays. A favorite resort 
for aJl the students during the winter evenings is a well 
furnished cJub room, in which they while away many an other-




Any system of education which trains the intellect without 
<lcvcloping- the moral side of charn.ctcr, falls shorl of its 
purpose; for education must make the student not only a 
scholar, but especially a man of ruk and good manner!->. J-lcncc 
it is that order and regularity, promoted by a firm and 
wise discipline, are indispensable in a college. They are 
indispensable in the study-hall, in the class-room, and in the 
play-ground; in the study-hall, where ~oli<l work is not possible 
without quiet and silence: in the class-room, where the success 
of both teachers and pupils depend$ in a large meac:;urc upon 
the discipline that reigns there; and in the play-ground, where 
the boys arc expected to be upright .!nd gentlemanly in 
bcha, ior. Thcrcf ore, the folloY, in~ rcguLdions arc enforced 
at the College : 
No student may leave the College grounds without 
permission. Permission lo visit the city 1.111 business may be 
obtained. It is conditional, howc, er, on goo<l work and good 
conduct. 
Absence from the College <luring the term will not he 
allowed except in case of serious illness of the student or a 
member of his family at home, or for some equally grave 
reason. 
P ermission to remain away from the College over night 
during the term will not be granted. 
\\'cclncsday, Saturday an<l Sunday afternoons, between 2 
and 3 o'clock, arc visiting days. Parents and other Yisi tors 
arc requested to bear this in mincl. 
The students arc strictly forbidden lo lend or borrow 
money or to sell or exchapgc personal effects of any kind. 
Any damage done by a student to the furniture, instru-
ments or books of the College will be charged to his account. 
Students are expected to report any injury or destruction 
of school property. 
The correspondence of the students is subject to the 
supervision of the President or Secretary. 
Day scholars are not allowecl to take out letters or to 
perform errands of any kind for the boarders . 
Obstinate disobedience, incorrigible sloth, the use of 
intoxicating liquors, introducing into the house or reacting 
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hooks of an irreligious or immoral character, leaving the 
College grounds without permission after six o'clock p. m., 
arc faults too grievous to be punished and for which the 
student shall be expelled from the College; if for any reason 
whatever the College authorities decide at any time that a 
student is undesirable, they reserve the right to request that 
he be taken home. 
ADMISSION 
Boys below Junior Fourth standing in Canadian Schools, 
and SeYenth Grade in American Schools, are not eligible. 
Every candidate for admission shall present a certificate 
of good moral character from his pastor. He must also bring 
a letter of honorable rlismissal and class standing from the 
Principal of the school last attended. 
Students may enter at any time during the school year 
before Easter. 
Students should be present on the afternoon of the day 
when school opens in September, and of the day on which 
work is resumed after the Christmas recess. 
EXAMINATIONS AND REPORTS 
There arc two written examinations in the year; the first 
immediately before the Christmas holidays, and the final 
before the close of the academic year. 
The classes of new students are determined by examina-
tion at the time of entrance. 
Students are promoted in course at the beginning of each 
scholastic year in September. if they have attained the required 
standard in the class-,vork, and the examinations of the 
preceding year. 
At the examination the standard is as follows : (1) for 
pass, fifty per cent. of the marks assigned to each paper and 
sixty per cent. of the total marks for all the papers; (2) for 
second-class honors, seventy per cent. of the total marks for 
all papers; and (3) for first-class honers, eighty per cent. of 
the total marks for all the papers. 
Students who fail in any subject at the examination arc 
requirc<l to pass a supplementary examination in that subject 
before being admitted to the work of the ensuing term. 
Failure in any two subjects at the final examiQation 
involves the loss of the year. 
Official bi-monthly reports of each student's progress and 
deportment and class standing will be sent to the parents or 
guardians. These reports also g ive information of the marks 
obtained at the examinations. 
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Expenses and Fees. 
REGULAR CHARGES 
For convenience the scholastic year is divided into two 
terms. The first begins with the opening clay in September 
and ends February 1st. The second begins February 1 st and 
ends with the close of school in June. 
All accounts payable in advance. 
Boarders 
Tuition, board and lodging as follows: 
If paid on or before the first day of the tern1-. .......... $150.00 
For full term, per month in advance ..................... ·-······-···· 33.50 
Private room for two students, for each student per 
term ···············································-··································· 25.00 
Laundering and Mending: 
Personal Laundry, if done by the College, per term l 0.00 
Bed and Table Linens, per term. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
Gymnasium Fee, payable on entrance................................ 5.00 
Library rce, payable on entrance. ....... ·-····························· 2.50 
Athletic Fee, payable on entrance:...................................... 2.50 
These fees arc not refunded if the student lea, cs before 
the end of the year. 
· Day Pupils 
Tuition for the scholastic year ..................................... ~ ...... $ 4.0.00 
Payable in advance, as follows: 
On entrance in September._ ......................................... - 20.00 
February lst ............................ ·-···································-· 20.00 
If payment be monthly, per month ........... ·-················· 5.00 
Athletic Fee ................................................................ ·-·······-···· 2.00 





Piano, with use of instrument, per term ............................ $ 25.00 
Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, etc., per term............................ 15.00 
Vocal Music, per term ............................ _.............................. 20.00 
Use of Piano ,vithout Lessons, per term............................ 10.00 
Use of Violin Rooms for practice only, per term............ 2.50 
Typewriting, Telegraphy, Stenography, per term.......... 5.00 
Use of Physical and Chemical Instruments and 
Chemicals in College Course, per term...................... 2.50 
l\Iedicine and doctors' fees form an extra charge, 
\Vhile a student occupies the infirmary a moderate daily 
charge is exacted for attendance, etc . 
. REMARKS 
If a student Jcayes the College before the end of a session, 
no deduction will be made for a shorter time than one month. 
Neither Diploma nor Recommendation will be given to 
any student whose debts to the College remain unpaid . 
Books and stationery will be furnished by the College at 
current prices. 
The pocket money of the students may be deposited with 
the Treasurer. No advances will be made beyond the deposit. 
Term bills and other accounts, not paid within ten days 
after they have been rendered, are subject to SIGHT DRAFT, 
NON-ACCEPTANCE or NON-PAYI\.IENT of which will be 
consider~d as a wish on the part of the parent or guardian to 
withdraw the student. 
Every possible attention is bestowed on the comfort and 
cleanliness of the students. A trained nurse has charge of the 
Infirmary and the sick are under her constant care. 
A physician attends the College regularly. 
The Post Office address is: Assumption College, Sand-
wich, Ont. 
VISITORS REA(:H THE COLLEGE BY TAKING 
THE SAND\VlCH CAR AT WINDSOR FERRY. 
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Scholarships and Prizes. 
GOOD CONDUCT 
THE O'BRIEN PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the gift of 
the late Rt. Rev. F. A. O'Brien, LL.D., Kalamazoo, Mich., for 
Good Conduct (Senior Students). 
THE \VEBER PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the gift of 
Rev. A. A. \Veber, Fostoria, Ohio, for Good Conduct (Junior 
Students). 
MENTAL PHILOSOPHY 
THE D. FORSTER PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the 
gift of the Rev. D. Forster, London, Ont., for excellence in 
Mental Philosophy. 
LITERARY SOCIETY 
THE VanANTvYERP PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, 
the gift of the Rt. Rev. F. J. VanAntwerp, S. T. D., LL. D .. 
Pastor of the Holy Rosary Church, Detroit, Mich., for special 
excellence in the St. Basil's Literary Society. 
THE CRO\VLEY PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the 
gift of the Rev. M. J. Crowley, Detroit, Mich., for Special 
Excellence in Belles Lettres Class. 
THE SHARPE PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the gift 
of the Rev. A. X. M. Sharpe, Dearborn, I\1ich., for Special 
Excellence in Third Year Academic. 
THE McKEON PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the gift 
of the Very ReY. P. J. McKeon, London, Ont., for Special 
Excellence in Second Year Academic. 
THE O'NEIL PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the gift of 
the Rev. H. O'Neil, Kalamazoo, Mich., for Special Excellence 
in First Year Academic. 
THE MEATHE PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the gift 
of the Rev. M. Mea.the, Pastor of St. Leo's Church, Detroit, 
Mich., for Special ExcelJence in Grade VIII. 
THE BROKAW PRIZE, of the value of $10.00, the gift 
of the Rev. J.M. Brokaw, Detroit, Mich, for Special Excellence 
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The Basilians have ever recognized the necessity of train-
ing the whole man; so while they ha,c provided for the moral 
and the intellectual well-being of their pupils, as may be seen 
from the curriculum of studies, they have not been unmindful 
of the physical culture of the students. Although games and 
amusements are never allowed to encroach upon the more 
serious work of college life, yet a campus of ten acres afl:ords 
ample opportunity for out-door sports. Recently the College 
authorities erected three excellent hand-ball courts and a very 
fine gymnasium. Between foot-ball, base-ball, basket-ball, 
hand-ball and gymnastic exercises under the guidance of an 
able director, every reasonable provision is made for the 
physical dr.velopment of the students. 
The supen·ision of 1111 athletic matters has been entrusted 
to an Athletic Board, consisting of three members, elected by 
the students and one appointed by the faculty. 

I. ARTS COURSE. 
II. HIGH SCHOOL COURSE. 
III. COMMERCIAL COURSE. 
IV. PREPARATORY SCHOOL. 

I. 
College or Arts Course. 
FIRST YEJ\R- (Belles Lettres) 
For admission the candidate is required to have Junior 
Matriculation standing or a certificate of graduation from a 
High School having a four year course. ' 
RELIGIOUS KNO\VLEDGE-Christian Moral; in general; 
in particular. 
LATIN-Caesar, De Bello Ci, iii I, Cicero In Catilinam I. III; 
Horace, Odes, I, 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 22, 24, 31, 38; II, 
3, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20; III, 1, 2, 8, 9, 13, 18, 21, 23, 
20, 30; 1 V, 3, 5 7, 12, 15; composition; sight transla-
tion. 
GREEK - Xenophon, Hcllenica; Homer, Iliad I, 1-350; III, 
J 21-244:; VI, 66-118, 2:37-!529; Odyssey VI, IX; com-
position; sight translation. 
SPECIAL GREEK- A course whereby, under certain condi-
tions a student may begin the study of Greek in his 
College Course. 
ENGLISH - Selections from Ben Jonson, Milton, Dryden, 
Pope, Gray, Blake, Burns, Scott, \Vordsworth, Cole-
ridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Thackeray, Tennyson, 
Browning, Arnold, Cooper, Carlyle, Stevenson, as 
contained in 'Standard English Poems' (Pancoast), 
and 'Selected English Essays.' Public Speaking, 
Composition and Rhetoric. 
ALGEBRA-Variables, linear and quadratic functions of 
two variables, graphs, maximum and minimum values; 
equations; theory of quadratics; solutions of higher 
equations by means of quadratic equations; ratio and 
proportion; yariation, inequalities; arithmetical, geo-
metrical, harmonical progressions, interest forms and 
annuities. 
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GEOi\IETRY-A more thorough treatment of the subject as 
found in Ontario High School Geometry, Part I, 
together with an elementary tre::itrnent of: inscribed, 
escribed and circumscribed circles to a triangle; mean 
triangle, median triangle, pedal triangle and ex-central 
triangle; in-centre, mean-centre, ortho-centre of a 
triangle; circles determined by points, lines, circles, 
axis of symmetry, of homology; centres of sym-
metry, of homology; radical axis, radical centre, 
i1wcrsion, poles and polars, collinear points, concur-
rent lines; harmonic properties of quads; loci. 
(Either French, German, or Spanish is to be chosen.) 
FRENCH -The :J\I odern Short Story; grammar, dictation, 
com ersation, translation rnto French, and some 
training in literary appreciation. 
GERMAN - Grammar, pronunciation, translation from 
English ;nto German, translation at sight from easy 
modern German prose. 
SECOND YEAR- (Rhetoric) 
RELIGIOUS KNO\VLEDGE -The Church; the Sacra-
ments; St. Luke in Greek. 
LATIN-LIVY I, XXI, XXII; Virgil, Aeneid VI.; Selection 
of Latin Poetry; Composition; sight translation. 
GREEK- Plato, Apology, Thucydides IV; Hero<lorus VII ; 
Com posi lion, sight translation. 
ENGLISH-Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet; Henry VI, 
parts I and II. Selections from Uacon and Addison. 
Hamlet and The Tempest. Selections from Swift 
and Johnson; selections from Boswell's Life of 
Johnson. 
LOGIC - A course leading up to the practical use of the 
syllogism; the various kinds of propositions ; the rules 
for constructing a syllogism; the moods and figures of 
the syllogism; the use of logic to the scientific man; 
its use to the orator; its aid to character-building. 
PSYCHOLOGY -A course in Elementary Empirical Psy-
chology; Sensation; Perception; Imagination and 
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-
Memory; Sensuous appetites an<l feelings; Intellect 
and scuse; Theories of Conception; Rational Appe-
ti tcs; the Emotions. 
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY-The transition from 
superstition to philosophy. The progress of Greek 
Thought from its birth among the Ionians to it;; 
perfection in Plato and Aristotle. 
(Either French, German, or Spanish is to be chosen.) 
FRENCH-Literature from the Renaissance to the Revolu-
tion: dictation, conversation and prose composition. 
GERMAN - Grammar, conversation, translation into Ger-
man; translation frpm modern German. 
THIRD YEAR - (Junior) 
RELIGIOUS KNO\V LEDGE -The Historical Books of the 
Old Testament. 
ENG LISH - An outline of Nineteenth Century Literature 
with special study of the following: (a) Poets: 
Blake, \\. ordsworth1 Coleridge, Scott, Byron, Shelley, 
Keats, Browning, Arnold. (b) Prose \Vriters: 
Bagchot, Dickens, N cw man. Selections are 
taken from British poets of Nineteenth Century 
(San boon) and Selected English Essays (Oxford). 
Essays on subjects connected with the literature read. 
0".'JTO LOGY - Being, essence, existence, the transcendental 
qualities of being, substance, accident, property, 
nature, subsistence, person, time, space, cause and • 
effect; quantity, quality, relation. 
COSMOLOGY -Theories of the property and constitution 
of matter; Scholastic theory of l\Iatter and Form; 
critical examination of Atomic and Dynamic theories; 
properties of physical substances; the laws of nature; 
mi1 aclcs. 
LOGIC- Critical Logic, Nature, Existence of Certitude, 
Logical Truth, Criteria. The Senses and Conscious-
ness as means of certitude. Objectivity o[ our 
concepts. 
ETHICS - General Ethics: 
(a) Happiness the last end of man. Human Acts. 
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(I>) Passion~~ of the s1,ul and their relation to 11orality. 
Virtue and Vice. 
(c) ~atural Law, Position Law, General Nations of 
Right and Duty. 
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY- Patristic Philosophy, 
Scholasticism. The relation of Philosophy to The-
ology. The Universal Problem. Anselm, Abelard, 
St. Thomas, Duns Scotus, Ocham. 
(Either French, Latin, or Greek to he chosen.) 
FRENCH-Modern French Literature. 
GREEK- Euripides' Mcdea; Sophocles' Antigone; Aeschylus 
- Promethus Vinctus; Lucian - Y era Historia. 
Lectures on the theatre and the development of the 
drama. Composition, sight translation. 
LAT} N-Cicero, Letters; Pliny, Letters; Tacitus, i\nnals 1; 
Sallust, Bcllum Catilina; Virgil, selections from the 
Bucolics and Gcorgics; lectures on the. literature of 
the Ciceronian and Augustan periods, composition; 
sight translation. t To be given in 1922-23). 
LATIK Literature of the Early Empire. Ovid, Horace, 
Seneca, Tacitus, Pliny the Younger, J uvcnal, Mar-
tial, Pctronius; lectures on the literature and the 
history of the Empire; composition; sight translation. 
(To be given in 1923-24). 
GERM.\N - Grammar. Translation into German. Outline 
of German literature to l'HO. 
FOURTH YEAR- (Senior) 
RELIGIOCS KNO\\' LEDGE- Sacred History as found in 
the New Testament. 
ENGLISH - English Poetical Literature since Tennyson. 
Selections from The Oxford Book of Victorian 
Verse. Georgian Poetry (l!lll-12, 1913-lfi. and UHG-
17). Poems of to-day (tlcClelland and Stewart) 
selections. G. K. Chesterton, The Victorian ag-e in 
Literature. \V. D. Lighthall, Canadian Poems ancl 
Lays. A short study of the period culminating in 
Chaucer; a special study of: Geoffrey of ~1onmouth, 
Gottfried von Strassburg, Dante, Gummerc, Chaucer. 
Essays. 
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TIIEODIC\ -The idea of the DiYine Being; proof of the 
existence of God ; the diYinc attributes; the immanent 
operations of God; ihe transient operations of God; 
the unicity of God. 
PSYCHOLOGY - (a) Rational. - Life, Plant Life, Animal 
Life, Origin of Species, Mendelism, Rational Life. 
The Human Soul, Essential Qualities of the Soul, 
Union of Soul and Body, Origin and Destiny of the 
Human Soul. 
(b) Empirical. - Faculty, Sensation, Lower Appetite, 
Feelings, Emotions, I11tel1ection1 \.\'ill, Freedom 
of the \\ ill. 
ETHICS-Special Ethics. 
(a) The lncliYidual: His duties to God, to Himself, 
to his Neighbor. 
(b) The Family: Marriage, Polygamy, Divorce, 
Celibacy, Relations between Parents and Children. 
(c) The State: Origin of Civil Society; Origin of 
Civil Power; Rights and Duties of the State. 
HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY-The history of Modern 
Philosophy from Descartes to our own time. The 
Idealistic l\lovemcnt, German Transcendentalism, 
Evolutionism, Positivism, Rationalism, Pragmatism. 
(One of French or Latin to be selected.) 
FRENCH-French Poetry and V crse; drama; conversation; 
prose corn position. 
LATIN-Cicero, Letters; Pliny, Letters; Tacitus, Annals I; 
SaJlust, Bcllum Catilinac; Virgil, selections from 
Bucolics an<l Gcorgics: lectures on the litc.:rature of 




High School Course. 
For admission to the Academic or High School Course 
applicants from Canada must haYe passed the Entrance Exam-
ination set by the Department of Education, and applicants 
from the United States must have completed the VIII. Grade. 
The subjects of the course are: Christian Doctrine, 
Latin, French, English, History. and Mathematics. 
In second year, one of Greek, Spanish, and Science is 
begun. 
FIRST YEAR 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE - The Commandments in general; 
the Ten Commandments of God; the Six Command-
ments of the Church. De Barbe. 
LATIN - Declensions of Nouns, Adjectives, and Pronouns; 
Comparison of Adjectives and Adverbs, Conjugation 
of Regular Verbs in the Indicative, Active and Passive. 
Latin Compositions and Reading Lessons; Simple 
Rules of Syntax. Robertson & Carruthers. 
Latin Grammar. 
Greek is begun in the second year. 
FRENCH - Grammar; Correct Pronunciation; Practice in 
Reading; Exercises in French Composition; Transla-
tion of easy French into English. Ontario H. S. 
French Grammar. 
ENGLISH - (a) Reading- Intelligent and Intelligible Nat-
ural Reading; Exercises in Breathing, Articulation, 
and Vocalization. (b) Grammar- The Principle of Etymology and 
Syntax, including the logical structure of the 
sentence and the inflection and classification of 
words. (c) Composition - Oral and vVritten Composition, 
Narrative and Descriptive, Letter \Vriting, 
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( cl) 
Reproduction. The Principles of Composition 
learned from the Criticism of the Compositions. 
Ontario H. S. Composition. 
Literature - Intelligent Comprehension of Suit-
able Authors in prose and poetry; Oral Reading; 
Memorization and Recitation of Selected Passages 
in prose and poetry. Pri\'atc Reading of at least 
four Classics in English Literature, selected from 
a list prepared by the Director of Studies. The 
books will be found in the Students' Library. 
Ontario H. S. Grammar. Evangeline - Long-
fellow. "Classics for Vocal Expression" -
Curry. 
HISTORY - The leading events in the History of Canada; 
History of United States. Ontario H. S. History of 
Canada. 
ARITHMETIC AND MENSURATION - Review of Prin-
ciples; l\fcasures, M ultiplcs, the Metric System, 
Fractions (Vulgar and Decimal), Contracted Methods 
of Computation, Square Root, Percentage, Interest 
and Discount. Ontario H. S. Arithmetic. 
Mensuration -The Rectangle, the Triangle, the 
Parallelogram, the Circle. 
ALGEBRA-Elementary\Vork, Factoring, H. C. F., L. C. M., 
Fractions, Simple Equations. Ontario H. S. Algebra 
-Crawford. 
PENMANSHIP - Palmer Method. 
SECOND YEAR 
Note - For good reasons, a student may be permitted to 
take either Spanish or Science instead of Greek. 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE - The Means of Grace, the Sac-
raments in general; the Sacraments in particular; the 
Sacrifice of the Mass; Prayer. De Harbe. 
LATIN-GRAMMAR: \\Tork of First Year reviewed; 
Complete Conjugation of Regular Verbs; Irregular 
Verbs and Nouns; Snytax. Latin Grammar-
Robertson & Carruthers; also "Matriculation Latin'' 
- Henderson & Little. 
Translations: Easy Stories, Selections from Nepos, 
Caesar, Bcllum Gallicum, Book IV-V (1-23) . 
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Composition: Exercises Involving the Various Latin 
Constructions; Exercises Based on Authors read. 
GREEK- Grammar: Declension of Nouns, Adjectfrcs and 
Pronouns. Conjugation of Verbs in o. including Con-
tract Verbs. Simple Rules of Syntax. Translation -
Reading Lessons, easy selections. \Vhite's Greek 
Grammar. 
Composition: Exercises in Composition involving 
the use of Grammatical Forms learned. 
FRENCH-Grammar: \York of the First Year reviewed; 
Study of Etymology and Syntax continued. Exercises 
in Reading and Pronunciation. Translation of easy 
French into English. Exercises in French Composi-
tion (for students with one year of French). Ontario 
H. S. Grammar. La France Hcroique. 
SPANISH - Grammar, Pronunciation, Dictation. Reading 
exercises in Spanish Composition. Translation of 
easy Spanish into English. 
ENGLISH - (a) Grammar- Etymology and Syntax review-
ed; Analysis; Prefixes; Suffi.,es; Root-\Vords; 
Historical Outline of the Development of the 
English Language. Ontario H. S. Grammar. 
(b) Composition - Course of the First Year contin-
ued. Exposition. The Essay. The Principles 
of Composition. Ontario H. S. Composition. 
( c) Literature - Intelligent and Appreciative Study 
of selections in prose and poetry. Class Reading 
and Criticism of Suitable Authors. Memorization 
of selections in poetry and prose. Private Read-
ing of Standard v\T arks as in the First Year 
Curry - Classics for Vocal Expression. Scott 
- Lady of the Lake. 
HISTORY - England. Ontario H. S. History of England. 
ALGEBRA- Review of Factors and Fractions, Simple Equa-
tions of one, two and three unknowns. Square Root; 
Cube Root. Ontario H. S. Algebra - Crawford. 
GEOMETRY - Definitions, Fundamental Conceptions and 
Principles. Practice ·with Geometrical Instruments 
Geometrical Truths reached by Induction. Books I. 
and II. of Ontario High School Geometry. 
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SC1EXCE - Physics and Chemistry- November lo April. 
(a) Physics - Forms of Matter; States and Condi-
tions. \ olume, \\f eight, Density. Problems. 
Properties of Solids, Liquids, and Gases. Some 
Common Applications. Solution, Diffusions; 
Specific Gra, ity - Common .Methods of Finding 
Fluid Pressure, Barometer, Boyle's La·w. Ontario 
H. S. Physics. Ontario H. S. Sub-Manual of 
Physics - Merchant & Chant. 
(b) Chemistry- Physical and Chemical Changes; 
Classification of Substances; Mixtures, Solutions; 
Elements. \\'atcr - Composition, Distribution, 
Forms, l'scs. .\ir - Composition, Impurities, 
Diffusion of Gases, Combustion. "Ontario H.S. 
Chemistry" - Cornish. Ontario H. S. Labora-
tory Manual of Chemistry. 
THIRD YEAR 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE- Faith: Its Object, Necessity, 
Qualities; Articles of Faith; the Apostles' Creed. De 
Harbe. 
LA TIN - Grammar: Etymology and Syntax reYiewcd and 
continued. "Latin Grammar" - Smiley & Starke. 
Translation: Caesar, Bell um Gallicum Book IV.; 
Supplementary Reading - Viri Romac. 
Composition: Continuous prose based on Caesar read. 
GREEK- Grammar: Review of work of Second Year. 
\' erbs in mi. \\'hite's Greek Book completed. \,\Thitc's 
Greek Grammar. 
Translation: "Selections from Xcnophon" - Phil-
potts & Jcrram. 
Composition: Prose based on Xenophon read. 
FRENCH-Grammar: High School French Grammar 
continued. 
Composition: Exercises in High School French 
Grammar an<l Reader. 
Translation : Labichc - "La Grammairc." 
GERMAN-Grammar; Etymology and Syntax continued. 
Translation: Selections from H. S. German Reader. 
Composition: Translation of easy passages of English 
into German. 
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SPANISH- Continuation of the work of Second Year, ,.-vith 
Pre~cribcd Tests. 
ENGLISH - Composition: One Essa.y from Models each 
week. The rhetorical structure of the sentence and 
paragraph. Macauley - Milton & Ad(fo,on. Black-
more - "Lorna Doane." Julius Caesar. 
HISTORY - General outline of the History of Greece and 
Rome. Geography relating to the History prescribed. 
"Ontario H. S. Ancient History" - Botsford. 
MA THEMATICS -Algebra: Elementary Rules; Factors; 
H. C. F., and L. C. M.; Squ1rc Root; Simple Equa-
tions of one, two and three unknowns; Quadratics of 
one unknown. Ontario H. S. Algebra - Crawford. 
Geometry: Rev icw of the Elements and of Books I. 
and II. Book III. Ontario II. S. Geometry. 
SCIENCE- I.- Physics - Energy Tnmsformations; Heat 
and Temperature; Thermometers, Fahrenheit and 
Centigrade; Expansion by Heat; C11arlcs Law; Change 
of State; Calorimeter; Specific Heat; Heating and 
Ventilation of Houses. Ontario H. S. Physics. 
Ontario H. S. Lab. Manual. 
II. - Chemistry- Oxygen - preparation and pro-
, perties. \Vatcr - composition, impurities, tests, 
uses. Ammonia, Carbon. Carbon Dioxid, Lime-
stone. Common aci<ls, bases and sal ts. Ontario H. 
S. Chemistry. Ontario H. S. Chemistry Nlanual. 
FOURTH YEAR 
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE- \York of the three earlier years 
reviewed. 
LATIN -Translation at sight of E.assages of average diffi-
culty from Caesar, upon which special stress will be 
laid. Translation, with que~tions, from a prescribed 
portion of Virgil's Aeneid. 
Questions on Latin Accidence. 
Translation into Latin of English sentences invoh ing 
a knowledge of the principles of Latin Syntax. 
The following are texts prescribed: Caesar, Bell um 
Gallicum Book IV., chaps. 20-38, andl Book V., chaps. 
1-23; Virgil, Aeneid, Book I., vv. 1-505. 
Two papers will be set: (1) Translation at sight, 
Virgil, and accidence. (2) Translation into Latin. 
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I 
Syntax and idomatic translation from prescribc<l 
Caesar, etc. 
GREEK-Translation into English of passages from the 
prcscrihccl tcxts,.with questions thereon. Tra.n~lation 
at sight of simple narrative passages similar to the 
Xcnophon prescribed. Questions on Greek accidence 
and on the common rules of Greek Syntax, to test the 
candidate's accuracy and comprehension in such 
matters as arc needful for the intelligent reading of 
his texts. 
Tc,ts: Xenoph0n - Philpotts and Jerrarn, easy 
selections from Xcnophon, Chapters III., IV., V. 
Horner, Iliad, YI. 
FRENCH - The candidate's knowledge of French will be 
tested by: (1) Simple questions on grammar; ('l) 
The tran~lation of simple passages from English into 
French; (:3) Translatio11 at sight of easy passages from 
modern French; and (1) An examination on the 
following texts: The texts contained in the new 
High School French Reader. 
Maillac & Hale\'y - "L'ete de la Saint Martin" 
Oxford. Daudet - "La Belle Nivcrnaisc." 
Two papers will he set: (1) Prescribed texts and 
translation at !--ight; questions on grammar. (2) The 
translation of English into French. 
SPANISH - Grammar, Dictation, Translation from English 
into Spanish. 
ENGLISH- Composition: An essay on one of seYeral 
themes !'-C't by the cxami ncrs. In order to pass in this 
subject, legible v.riting, correct spelling and punctua-
tion. and idiomatic and grammatical construction of 
sentences arc indispensable. The candidate should 
also give attention to the structure of the whole 
essay, the cffcctiYc ordering of the thought, and the 
accurate employment of a g-ood English \'ocahulary. 
Literature: The candidate will be cxpectc<l to have 
memori7.erl some of the finest passages. Besides ques-
tions to test the candidate's fami liarity with, and 
comprehension of, the following selections, questions 
may also be set to determine within reasonable limits 
his power of appreciating literary art. 
The candi<late shall produce satisfactory proof that he 
has read carefully during the preceding } car, at least 
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four suitable works in English literature (both prose 
and poetry) in addition to those prescribed below for 
examination. 
Selections from Coleridge and Tennyson, Shakespeare, 
Ju Ii us Caesar. 
HISTORY - Great Britain and Canada from 17G3 to present 
time; outlines of preceding periods of English history. 
History of Greece to the Fall of Corinth, and of Rome 
to the death of Augustus, with a brief outline of art, 
literature, philosophy and social life of the Greeks 
and Romans. Geography relating to the history 
prescribed. 
ALGEBRA- Course of preceding year reviewed and continu-
ed; indices, studs, quadratics of one and two unkno'\vn 
quantities; the relation between their roots and 
co-cfficients. Algebra - Crawford. 
GEOMETRY- Books III., IV., an<l Y. Ontario H. S. 
Geometry. 
SCIENCE - Physics: Review of metric units ; review of heat 
and sound; use of vernier, micrometer and balance; 
laws and properties of gases. Nature and propaga-
tion of light; reflection and refraction; the prism and 
spectrum, color. Magnetism and Electricity; load-
stone, magnetic field, terrestrial magnetism; the 
compass and dipping needle. Simple cells; electro-
motive force; currents, effects of currents, magnetic, 
chemical; heating and lighting; practical applications. 
Ontario H. S. Physics. Ontario H. S. Physics Manual. 
Chemistry: Preparation and properties of nitrogen, 
carbon, sulphur, chlorine and their compounds of 
commercial importance. Distinction between mixture 
and compound; elements and compounds. Nomen-
clature, laws of chemical combustion; reacting and 
formulae weights; symbols, equations ; problems. A 
laboratory course in all years is conducted in the 
different branches of Science. Students make thei r 
own experiments under the observation of the pro·· 
fessor. Ontario H. S. Chemistry. Ontario H. S. 
Chemistry Manual. 
Note-Fourth Year-Two subjects to be 




For admission to the Commercial Course the student must 
have at least High School Entrance or ninth grade standing. 
\Ve say at least ninth grade standing, for it is very desirable 
that a student of business should first take two years or more 
in the High School Course. The fact is coming home more 
and more every day to business men, that the successful man 
has to know many things besides the mere routine of business 
transactions. He must be able to grasp the problems involved 
in capital and labor, in supply and demand; he must have a 
comprehensive idea of trade relations, of commerce, both 
domestic and foreign, and be able to express his views forcibly; 
so that a commercial education is a very complete education, 
and needs a training not much inferior to that required for 
a study of the liberal professions. In fact, now-a-days, 
commerce is a profession. It requires more than a knowledge 
of bookkeeping, typewriting, or stenography. These are but 
small, though an essential part of a commercial education, 
since the business man can always engage others to do his 
clerical work and yet requires the knowledge to correct and 
audit. Therefore the College advises parents and students to 
aim at a solid practical literary education in the first place, 
whenever possible. 
The system in the Commercial Course is individual 
teaching, and hence the student may advance as rapidly as he 
chooses. The average student should complete the business 
course in one year. Diplomas are awarded to successful 
candidates in both the Business Department and the Shorthand 
and Typewriting Department. 
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Schedule. 
THE BUSINESS DEPARTMENT 
CATECHISM - Deharbc's Full Course of Catholic Doctrine. 
SPELLING - A very complete course in this important 
branch. 
PRACTICAL ENGLISH - Review exercises in Grammar 
with special attention to the correction of false syntax. 
PENMANSHIP-The Palmer Method of Muscular Business 
vVriting. 
RAPID CALCULATION -A systematic course in the 
handling of figures; naturally promoting accuracy and 
speed in billing and the daily computations met ,vith 
in ordinary business. · 
ARITHMETIC- Percentage, Simple and Compound Interest, 
Discount, Commission and Brokerage, Stocks and 
Bonds, Insurance and Taxes, Duties, Collection and 
Exchange, Foreign Exchange, Partial Payments, 
Equation of Accounts, Partnership, Bankruptcy, 
Storage, Cash and Daily Balances, etc. 
BOOKKEEPING - A practical course in Single and Double 
Entry Bookkeeping, illustrating fully all the latest 
methods fo11owcd in the various mercantile branches. 
Journalizing - the important groundwork of all 
business records - is thoroughly taught from the 
beginning, and thereafter the student is enabled to 
follow easily the various books so necessary to the 
up-to-date methods of recording business transactions. 
BOOKKEEPING AND BUSINESS PRACTICE- "Learn-
ing by Doing." This practical course in the handling 
of the books and accounts of \Vholesalc and Retail 
Business, shipments and Consignments, Single Own-
erships, Partnership, Joint Stock Companies and Joint 
Accounts. An interesting and useful practice in the 
handling of money, notes, drafts, checks, receipts, 
orders, mortgages, leases, deeds, Articles of Co-
Partnership, Power of Attorney, etc. 
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\ special set in Farm Bookkeeping. 
Systems. 
Also Loose-Leaf Ledger, Card Index, and Lcdgerette 
co:MMERCIAL LA \V- Contracts, Negotiable Instruments, 
Personal and Real Estate Sales, Guaranty and Surety-
ship, Agency Partnerships and Corporations, Banks 
and Banking Laws, Insurance. Landlord and Tenant, 
Interest and Usury, Mortgages, \Vills, Patents, 
Cop) right, etc. 
BUSINESS LETTER \VRITING -All correspondence 
connected with the l\lcrcantilc Office. Thoroughly 
illustrating the use of Yarious appliances found in the 
up-to-date office; Follow-up System; Vertical Filing; 
Letter-Cop) ing; Billing; Circulars and Advertising, 
etc. 
SHORTH'\KD AND TYPE\VRITING DEPARTMENT. 
CATECHISM - Deharbe's Full Course of Catholic Doctrine. 
SPELLING - A very complete course in this important 
branch. 
PRACTICAL ENGLISH - Review exercises in Grammar 
with special attention to the correction of false synta.x. 
PENl\lANSHIP -The Palmer Method of 1\1 uscular Move-
ment Business \Vriting. 
RAPID CALCULATION - A systematic course in the 
handling of figures. 
BUSINESS FORMS - Theoretical and practical knowledge 
of various business papers, notes, drafts, checks, 
mortgages, leases, deeds, receipts, orders, etc. 
BUSINESS LETTER \VRITING- All correspondence 
connected with the 1Icrcantilc Of-ficc. Thoroughly 
illustrating the use of appliances found in the up-to-
e.late office; Follow-up Systems; Verticla Filing; 
Letter-Copying; Billing; Circulars and Prospectuses, 
and Ad,·crtising. 
SHORTHAND-The Isaac Pitman Short Course-A 
thorough mastery of simple theory, and sentence-
wri ting from the beginning. Ample practice and daily 
dictation enable the student to acquire a high degree 
of speed in Yerbatim reporting. 
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TYPEvVRITING-In this department the UKDER\YOOD 
typewriter is used. The system is the well-known 
Smith Touch Typewriting. I3y this system the student 
acquires the highest degree of speed and the minutest 
accuracy. The course includes the making of tran-
scripts from shorthand notes; writing from dictation, 
letter writing; carbon copying; billing and tabulating; 
abstract ·writing; and all business forms. 
SHORTHAND 
Young men entering our Shorthand and Typewriting 
Department will find therein every facility for acquiring the 
best in these useful arts. The system of Shorthand taug;ht is 
the Isaac Pitman, highly recommended as the best of all 
systems for the absolute legibility and scientific adjustment 
of all its parts, as well as for its superiority at the highest 
speeds. 
Forty Lessons complete the Course - lessons which are 
easily mastered. This Text is in general use throughout the 
High Schools and leading Business Colleges of Canada and the 
United States, and has been officially adopted for the High 
Schools of New York, Brooklyn, and other large cities. 
Special features of this work are: 
Position \Vriting from the beginning. 
\Vords and Sentences introduced in the First Lesson. 
Business Letters in the Ninth and subsequent Lessons. 
Phraseology taught from the Fifth Lesson. 
Reporting Style from the Beginning. 
Our Stenographic Department affords a complete Course 
in Office Routine. It gives to the shorthand pupil practice in 
envelope addressing, Jetter writing, invoicing, rendering 
accounts, letter-copying, shipping by freight and express, 
manifolding, mimeographing, filing correspondence, and all 
other lines of Office \Vork. It familiarizes the student with 
business expressions and terms, business papers and office 
stationery. It gives to the young stenographer explicit instruc-
tion in regard to the duties which will be required of him 
upon accepting a position. It provides for the Shorthand 
student while at school exactly the kind of work which he will 
meet with in a business office. 
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TYPE\VRITING 
The Scientific Method of Mastering the Keyboard of the 
Tvpcwriter is by the Sense of Touch. 
• The design of the text book in use is to teach typewriting 
in such a way that the student will haYe an absolute command 
of every key on the keyboard, and be able to strike any key 
more readily without looking than ,vould be the case with the 
aid of sight - a yery valuable asset for the business amanuen-
sis and typist. The course contains every specimen of actual 
Business Letters, Legal Forms, Specifications, Instructions 
for the use of the Tabulator, etc., all printed in actual type-
writer style. 
\\'ith the aid of this book we find our students can 
produce the best results in the shortest time. 
Our Typewriting Department is complete in every respect. 
Therein tl1e ~tudent will find all that will enable him to 
become an efficient typist. Every facility is afforded him to 
make the acquaintance of the best that inventive genius has 
achic,·cd in the cYolution of the up-to-date Typewriter. 
This department is equipped throughout with the latest 
models of the ever-popular Underwood Typewriter. 
Our Business Department throughout is built up along 
the lines of the most up-to-date systems of Business Training. 
All subjects arc treated from a practical standpoint, and young 
men entering the Yarious courses are assured the greatest 
amount of progress with the least amount of resistance. The 
text books in use are those recognized as best by Business 
Colleges, Academics and High Schools in Canada and the 
United States. From the Office Practices in use our student~ 
can easily graduate into any office in the Business \Vorld. 
The methods employed are the "Learn by Doing" methods 




The desire to meet a popular demand has led to the 
establishment of a preparatory course in the College; it is 
known as the Preparatory School, and is intended for boys 
usually under the age of fourteen years. Instruction in the 
elementary branches of an English education is here imparted, 
and scrupulous attention paid to the bringing up of the little 
fellows. They have their mvn playground, study-hall and 
dormitories. During the hours of recreation, as well as in the 
school rooms, they are always under supervision. The disci-
pline is mild and recourse is seldom had to punishment, those 
in charge endeavoring to govern by kindness, and by appealing 
to the little boys' sense of honor. Neatness, diligence, and 
piety are particularly inculcated. By way of encouragement, 
the best behaved are admitted to membership in a religious 
~ociety called the Guardian Angels of the Sanctuary; whilst the 
names of all whose conduct and application are satisfactory, 
appear in the College catalogue under the heading of Roll of 
Honor. 
For admission to the Preparatory School pupils must have 
passed into Junior Fourth in the Ontario School System, or 
have attained Seventh Grade standing in the American schools. 
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-
GRADE VII. OR JUNIOR IV. 
CATECHISl\1 - Butler's Revised Catechism. Section on the 
Commandments of God and the Church. 
BIBLE HISTORY- History of the life of Jesus Christ. 
READING- Intelligent and intelligible natural reading. 
Appreciative reading of a classic in both prose and 
poetry. Exercises in breathing, articulation and 
vocalization, memorizing. 
SPELLING AND DICTATION- Oral and written work. 
\Yords selected as in Grade VI. Anglo-Saxon and 
Latin prefixes and suffixes taught. Division into 
syllables. Dictation exercises. 
COMPOSITION" - Oral and written work of previous grades 
continued and extended. Attention to clearness of 
thought, choice of words, correctness of form. Para-
graphing. Original composition. 
GRAMMAR- Analysis of simple and easy compound and 
complex sentences. The parts of speech; classifica-
tion and inflection of same. Parsing. 
HISTORY- The Indians in America. The discoverers. The 
Spanish, the French, the English. Constitutional, 
parliamentary and responsible government. Confed-
eration in Canada. 
Canadian History, 1791. British History - \Var of 
the Roses. 
The American ReYolution; the \\" ar of 1812; the Civil 
\Var in the United States. The occupations and 
industrial progress of the people of Canada and the 
United States. Trade, commerce, educational facili-
ties and religious freedom. 
Civics - Federal, proYincial, state and municipal gov-
ernments. Administration of justice in Canada and 
the United States. 
GEOGRAPHY -Astronomical geography. Physical geog-
raphy of Europe and Asia. Political and commercial 
geography of the more important countries. Map-
drawing-. Historical and current geography. 
ARITHMETIC- Review of measures, multiples, compound 
numbers, fractions, surface and cubic measures, 
decimals, averages, profit and loss, simple interest. 
Problems. Mental arithmetic. 
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PRENCH - Co1n-ersation, memonz111g of easy poems, a 
graduated course in reading dictation and grammar 
exercises. 
Text: Le Francais pour Tous. Dubrulle. 
PENMAKSHIP -As in lower grades; neatness, speed, and 
legibility aimed at. 
ART- Development and extension of work of lower grades. 
NATURE STUDY- Review of preYious grade's work. Soil, 
air, clouds, and everything affecting our em·ironment. 
PHYSIOLOGY-Review of work of previous grades. 
Effects of alcohol and narcotics. The nervous system. 
the senses. 
GRADE VIII. OR SENIOR IV. 
CATECHIS:VI - Butler's Revised Catechism. The means of 
grace; the Sacraments and prayer. 
BIBLE HISTORY- Review of the work of the three lower 
grades. 
READING- Intelligent and intelligible natural reading. 
Appreciative reading of selected classics in prose ancl 
poetry. Supplementary reading of four suitable 
works selected by the faculty. Exercises in breath-
ing, articulation, vocalization. Memorizing. 
SPELLING AND DICTATION-Oral and written work. 
\\' ords selected as in earlier grades. Rc\'icw of rules 
for spelling. Prefixes and suffixes. Latin and Greek 
roots. Dictation exercises. 
COMPOSITION - Oral and written work. Discussion of 
simple topics, current events. Biographical sketches. 
Social and business letters, business forms. Essay 
writing. 
GRAMMAR-Analysis of simple, compound and complex 
sentences. Classification, inflectl.on and relation of 
parts of speech. Classification and relation of phrases 
and clauses. Parsing. Elements of syntax. 
HISTORY - British: Early Britons, Romans, English, 
Danes, Normans. The lines of kings. The govern-
ment of England, resources, commercial growth, 
educational development. England's wars. British 
History, Geo. V. 
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Civic$: CrO\vth of responsible goYcrnment, the 
British constitution, House of Commons, House of 
Lords, Royalty. Review of Canadian history. 
GEOGRAPHY- Physical geography : \Vin<ls, trade winds, 
ocean currents, salt-water bodies, forests, glaciers, 
avalanches, icebergs, islands. 
Astronomical geography: The earth, other planets, 
stars, solar system. 
Geography of the Modern \Vorld: Study of the lead-
ing countries in the different continents, forms of 
government, races of people, religion, etc. 
Geography of the Ancient \\' orld: Greece, Rome, 
Carthage, Eg1 pt, Palcc;tine. Map drawing. 
ARITH~1ETIC- Review vrnrk of Grade VII. Area of right 
angled triangle and circle. Volume of cube and 
sylincler. Percentage, profit an<l loss, :;imple interest, 
commission and brokerage, partial payments, insur-
ance. taxes, <luties, trade discounts, compound 
interest. The metric system. 
PENMANSHIP-As in lower grades. Greater speed, free-
dom, legibility and beauty the aim. 
ART- Review and extension of the work of the earlier 
grades. 
~ A TURE STUDY - General renew of the \\rork of t.he 
previous grades. 
PHYSIOLOGY- General review of the work of the previous 
grades. First aid to the sick and injured. Preyent-
able diseases. 
FRENCH- Conversation; memorizing of easy poems; a 
graduated course in reading, dictation and grammar 
exercises. 
Text: Le Francais pour Tous. Dubrulle. 
Classes are conducted in French, as far as possible. 
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I. COLLEGE SOCIETIES. 
II. STUDENTS' ROLL. 
III. LIST OF GRADUATES. 




The Sodality of the Immaculate Conception of the B. V. M. 
Organized 1873. 
This Confraternity, affiliated to the Prima Primaria in the 
Roman College, is composed of the senior students. Its object is 
the cultivation of a religious spirit among its members, and a foslet· 
ing of a filial devotion to the Blessed Mother of God. 
Officers for 1921-1922 
REV. W. SHARPE, C. S. B., M. A ........................... Spiritual Director 
J. HALL ........................................................................................ Prefect 
W. DILLON ...................................................................... First Assistaut 
J. FALLON .................................................................. Second Assistant 












The Guardian Angels of the Sanctuary 
This Confraternity is composed of the young students under 
fifteen years of age. Its object is devotion lo the Holy Angels, 
and to supply acolytes for the Holy Functions. 
Officers for 19.21-1922 
REV. W. G. ROGERS, C. S. B., B.A ......................... Spiritunl Adviser 
P. BROWN .................................................................................... Prefect 
C. VAN HORN ................................................................ First Assistant 
B. FITZMAURICE. ................... : ............... .................. Second Assist,mt 
P. MURPHY ............................................................................ .. Secretary 
ST. FRANCIS XA VIER'S MISSION SOCIETY 
VERY REV. J. T. MUCKLE, C. S. B., M. A ....................... Moderator 
WILLIAM E. DILLON ............................................................ President 
JOHN J. HALL ................................................................ Vice-President 
LEO J. TRESE .......................................................................... Secretary 
KENNETH E. COOK .............................................................. Treasurer 
MEMBERSHIP ........................................ 135 Students 
This Society has been in existence at Assumption College for 
three years, and is doing excellent work. At present, it has two 
veteran members studying for the Missionary Lamours at Maryknoll 
Seminary, in the State of New York. 
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Literary Societies. 
ST. BASIL'S LITERARY SOCIETY 
The object of this Society is the encouragement of good writina 
and good public speaking. The membership is open to students of 
the Arts' Course. 
Officers for 1921-1922 
REV. W. G. ROGERS. C. S. IL B. A ....................................... President 
L. TRESE .......................................................................... Vice-Prcsidcnt 
MR. N. IlA TES .......................................................................... Secretary 
ST. DIONYSIUS' LITERARY SOCIETY 
This Society is composed of students of the senior years of the 
Academic Course. It prepares its members for the more ad\'anced 
work of thr St. Basil's Litrrary Society, and thus aims at the 
same end. 
Officers for 1921-1922 
REV. C. DO NOV AN, C. S. B., B. A .......................... ............. President 
P. AUSTIN ........................................................................ \ 1ice-Presidcnt 
~IR. W. D'W'YER ... : .................................................................. Sccrctary 
ST. MICHAEL'S LITERARY SOCIETY 
This Society is composed of students of the Junior years of 
the High School Course and students of the Commercial School. 
Officers for 1921-1922 
REV. L. BONDY, C. S. B., B. A ............................................. Prcsident 
F. BLA Y ............................. ............................................... Vice-Prcsidcnt 
l\.lR. \. WALSII. ....................................................................... Secretary 
ST. PAUL'S DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
Officers for 1921-1922 
RT. REV. M. F. FALLON, 0 . M. I., D D ........... Ilonorary President 
HIS HONOR JUDGE COUGIILI\ .............. Honorary Vice-President 
REV. CHAS. E. COUGHLL~. C. S. B., B. A ....................... President 
MR. J. O'DONl'ltLL .......................................... ........ Student President 
i\iIR. W. DWYER ...................................................................... Secretary 




GREGORIAN CHANT CHOITI 
REV. E. J. WELTY, C. S. B., B. A ........................................... Director 
Members 

























W. Hennes ( organisl) 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA 
REV. W. C. SHARPE, C. S. B., M.A., B. D ........................... Director 
J. FINNEGAN ...................................................................... . 
A. O'CONNOR ..................................................................... -. 
A. MARA.NTETIE ............................................................... . 
F. LA FRANCE..................................................................... V 1 N. EVANS.............................................................................. io ins 
J. LYNCH ............................................................................. . 
D. SHANESY ....................................................................... . 
H. FREITAS ......................................................................... . 
PROF. F. NAPOLITANO .............................................................. Cello 
J. JOGLOWICZ .............................................................................. Cornet 
J. HERMES ............................................................................ Saxophone 
W. HENNES ................................................... ................................. Piano 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The obje:::t of this Association is the promotion of Athletic 
Sports, such as Football, Baseball, Handball, Basketball, etc. At 
the beginning of each Scholastic year, a fee of two dol 1 ars and a 
half is levied on each student. whfrh entitles him to a membership 
and use of the nece:;sary materials for the various games. 
Officers for 1921-1922 
MR. A. J. JACQUES ................................................................. Director 
MR. C. J. SHEEHAN ............................................................... Assistant 
COLLEGE BASEBALL TEAM 
Mr. A. J. Jacques, Manager 
C. J. Sheehan (Capt.) R. Lowrey 
A. O'Brien R. Noon 
D. Shanesey C. Polomsky 
R. Durand N. Zott 
S. Grates M. Wagner 
F. Latcharn A. :McGuire 
C. Sullivan J. Carter 
J. Marccro F. Coyne 
T. Brady T. Ryan 
A. O'Connor E. Redmond (Score Keeper) 















TAI-KUN'S BASEBALL TEAM 











































MINIMS' BASEBALL TEAM 
Rev. E. Tighe, C. S. B., Manager 













H. Van Hoey 
































COLLEGE FOOTBALL TEAM 
Mr. A. J. Jacques, Manager 


































TAI-KUN'S FOOTBALL TEAM 






R. St. Antoine 





WARRIOR FOOTBALL TEAM 
Mr. R. Lowrey, C. S. B., Manager 
L Murphy (Capt.) P. Murphy 
W. Berry T. Murray 
E. Petrimoulx J. Donlon 
J. C. Connor G. Sheehy 
E. DeBaene J. Lennon 
A. Marentette J. Steffis 
C. Markey J. McPhee 
C. LeBel A. Kramer 























MINIMS. FOOTBALL TEAt\1 
Rev. E. J. Tighe, C. S. B.. Manager 
A. Reaume (Capt.) C. Vnn Horn 
N. Cadaret D. Hulband 
G. Cronk A. Black 
J. Rodgers W. Shea 
L. Hanley N. Juvenile 
H. Roache L. Garissemo 
L. Knapp T. M cKeon 
J. l\lcJnLyre S. Bondy 
M. Benoit F. Pouget 
Il. Cadotte V. Dougal 
R. Lyons R. Bondy 
E. Hubert F. H11herl 
P. Cunningham L. Higgins 
G. Cook 
COLLEGE BASBETBALL TEAM 
C. Sheehan (Capt.) 
N. Zott 







HIGH-SCHOOL BASKETBALL T]::AH 
Mr. L. Fury, Manager 
Mr. C. Sheehan, Coach 














TAI-KUN'S BASKETBALL TEAM 
Mr. R. Lowrey, C. S. B., Manager 
J. Higgins 













WAilRIOR BASKETBALL TEAM 
Mr. V. W. Walsh, ~lanager 
C. Polomsky, Coach 





MINI1\1S' BASKETDALL TEAM 
Re,,. E. J. Tigl1e, C. S. B., :Manager 



























Contenders for the College Challenge Cup 
Rev. E. J. Welty, C. S. B.: Manager 
l. Philosophy .......................................... W. E. Dillon, F. J. Bricklin 
2. The Class of '22 ......................................... .J. Gibbons, J. Fallon 
3. The Class of '23 ..................................... .J. MacMillan, R. Noon 
4. The Class of '24 ............................................ H. Krave, J. Dorsey 
5. The Class of '25 ........................................ J. Marcero, J. Donlon 
6. The Class of '26 ...................... M. Vahey, C. Trombley, E. Barry 




























Mr. A. O'Brien, C. S. B., Manager 








C. Stockwel 1 
COLLEGE TENNIS CLUB 
Rev. W. C. Sharpe, C. S. B., M. A., Manager 
C. ROSE .......... ...................................... ........................... ..... ..... President 
S. DUROCHER .......................................................... ..... .......... Secreta1·y 
Curators-A. Marentette, J. Wagner, E. Skiffington, E. DeBaene 
A. O'Brien 
R. Durand 
COLLEGE HOCKEY TEAM 










(Winners of the Chappman-Ord Trophy) 
GYMNASIUM 









CURATORS OF GYMNASIUM 




CURATORS OF LIBRARY 







Students of Assumption College ,, 
1921-1922. 
ALEXANDER, S .. .................................................... Ontario 
ALLEN, L .............................................................. ... Ontario 
AMYOT~ A ............................................................... Ontario 
ANQUETIL, E ....................................................... Michigan 
AN1'A YA, A ............................................................. Ontario 
ARNETT, R ........................................................... Michigan 
AUSTIN, P ............................................................... Ontario 
BALDWIN, D. ] ........................................ ............... Ontario 
BARRON, C .............................................................. Ontario 
BARRY, E .............................................................. Michigan 
BARRY, D .............................................................. Michigan 
BATES, C ............................................................... Michigan 
BEASLEY, W ........................................................... Ontario 
BEAUSOLEIL, O ..................................................... Ontario 
BECKERMAN, C ................................................. New York 
BELAIR, A ............................................................... Ontario 
BENETEAU, A ......................................... ................ Ontario 
BENETEAU, L ......................................................... Ontario 
BENOIT, M ............................................................... Ontario 
BERGERON, F ......................................................... Ontario 
BERRY, W .............................................................. Michigan 
BERTHIAUME, L ..................................................... Ontario 
BERTRAND. R ......................................................... Ontario 
BLACK, A. W ........................................................... Ontario 
BLAY, F. R ............................................................... Ontario 
BOISMIER, A ........................................................... Ontario 
BONDY, F ................................................................. Ontario 
BONDY, L ................................................................. Ontario 




BONDY, S .................................................... ............. Ontario 
DOURK, D .................. ............................................... Ontario 
BOYLAN, W ............................................................. Ontario 
BRADLEY, C ............................................................ Ontario 
BRAY, T ................................................................. Michigan 
BRADY, T .............................................................. Michigan 
BREEN, W. K ........................................................... Ontario 
















BREN1\AN, L ........................................................... Ontario 
DRICKLJN, F ........................................................... Ontario 
BROWN, A ............................................................... Ontario 
DROWN, P ................................................................ Ontario 
BUHL, R ................................................ ................. 1\1ichigan 
BURNS, J. F .......................................................... lvlichigan 
BURTON, T .............................................................. Ontario 
BUSSUTTIL, A ...................................................... Michigr.n 
BYRNE, C ................................................................. Ontario 
BYRNE, J. B ............................................................. Ontario 
CADERETTE, N .... ............................................... l\li<'higan 
CADOrf1'E, B ............................................................ Ontario 
C.~1\liERON, L ........................................................ Michigan 
CAMPBELL, T ......................................................... Ontario 
CARBERT, J ............................................................. Onlario 
CAREY, £ .............................................................. f\-1ichigan 
CAREY, J .................................................................. Ontario 
CARROLL, T ......................................................... l\-Iichlgan 
CARROLL, J ............................................................. Ontario 
CAROI\I, F ................................................................ Ontario 
CARRON, B .............................................................. Ontario 
CASGRAIN, M ......................................................... Ontario 
CHISHOLM, R ......................................................... Ontario 
CifAUVIN. £ ............................................................ Ontario 
COLE, HARRY ................................................... ...... Ontario 
COOK, G .......................... .. ..................................... Michigan 
COOK, K ................................................................... Ontario 
CORBETT, J ........................................................ Ne\V York 
CORBIN, E ............................................................... Ontario 
COUGHLIN, JI. ........................................................ Ontario 
COYNE, F .............................................................. l\tlichigan 
CRONK, G ........ ... .. .................................................... Ontario 
CULL1NANE, E ............................................. ..... .. l\tlichigan 
CUNNINGHAM, P ................................................... Ontario· 
DAGGET, C ................................................ ........... l\tlichigan 
DALEY, H .............................................................. Michigan 
DALTON, C ...................... ........................................ Ontario 
DeBAENE, E .......................................................... Mic:higan 
DeFEVER, J .......... .......................... .. ..................... Michigan 
DEITLE, F ............................................................. Michigan 
DENEAU, D ............................................................. Ontario 
DENEAU, S .............................................................. Ontario 
DENOMY, A .......................................... .. ................. Ontario 
DESCHAINE, 1\1 ...................................................... 0ntario 
DESLIPPE, O .......... ............................. .................... Ontario 
DESROSIERS, A ...................................................... Ontario 
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... 
DETT1'1A1 , C ........................................................ i\1ichigan 
DEVLIN. C ............................................................... Ontario 
DIEMER, R ............................................................... Ontario 
DIESBOURG, P ....................................................... Ontario 
I)ILLON, W .............................................................. Ontario 
DILLON. T ............................................................ Michigan 
DONLON, J .............................................................. Ontario I 
DONLON, T ............. .. ............................................... Ontario 
DONOVAN, W ......................................................... Ontario 
DORA.N, J .................................................................. Ontario I 
DORCEY, J ............................................................... Ontario 
J)OYLE, C ................................................................. Ontario 
DREW. E ................................................................... Ontario ' 
ORISCOLL, R ..................................................... Ncw York 
.DROUILLARD, A .................................................... Ontario 
DUGAL. V ................................................................ Ontario 
DULONG, J ............................................................... Ontario 
DUNLOP, JNO ....................................... ............. ..... Ontario 
DUNLOP, JA.:\IES .................................................... Ontario 
DUNN, F ................................................................ n1ichigan 
D~~- J ............ ....................................................... Ontario 
I 
DUNNE, H ............................................................. Michigan 
DUPO:-.;T, F ........................................................... 1\-lichigan 
DUPl1IS, L ............................................................... Ontario 
OURAND, R ............................................................. Ontario 
DURK I~. H .............................................................. Ontario 
Dt:ROf.HER, S ......................................................... Ontario 
DUROCHER, E ......................................................... Ontario 
l)WYER. W ............................................................... Ontario 
EVANS, N .............................................................. ~1ichigan 
FALLON, J ............................................................... Ontario 
FAUQUIER, R ......................................................... Ontario 
FENECII. S ............................................................... Ontario 
FINN, J.: ................................................................... Ontario 
FINNEGAN, J ....................................................... Michigan 
FITZMAURICE, B ................................................... Ontario 
FLOOD, B ................................................................. Ontario ' 
FORBES, J ................................................................ Ontario 1, 
FORREST AL. G ....................................................... Ontario 
FOURNIER, G .......................................................... Ontario 
FRA.ZER, J ................................................................ Ontario 
FREITAS, f-1 ....................•...............................•.... Ne,v York 
FURY . . 1 ................................................................. 1\iichigan 
GALVIN, G ...................... ......................................... Ontario 
GAILI\NT, H .................................................... ......... Ontario 





GEEIIAN, J ............................................................... Ontario 
GENDRON, 0 ........................................................... 0ntario 
GERARD, G .............................................................. Ontario 
GIBBONS, J .............................................................. Ontario 
GIGNAC, F ............................................................... Ontario 
GILBO, P ....................................................................... Ohio 
GIRARDIN, R .......................................................... Ontario 
GIRARD01', A .............................................................. Ohio 
GLEESON, P. J ............... .. ...................................... Ontario 
GOOLEY, } ...................................................... Pennsylvania 
GRATES, S ............................................................. Michigan 
GRI11ALD1, G ....................................................... Michigan 
GROSHA W, G ....................................................... Michigan 
GUARESl\10, L .................................................... Michigan 
IlAGGARTY, D ..................................................... Michigan 
HALFORD, D ........................................................... Ontario 
HALFORD, P ........................................................... Ontario 
r-IALL. J ..................................................................... Ontario 
HALL, W ................................................................... Ontario 
HANEY, } ........................................................ .. .... Michigan 
HANLEY, 1 .............................................................. Ontario 
HASLAM, W ............................................................. Ontario 
IIA YW ARD, T .......................................................... Ontario 
IIAY, F. D ..................................................... ........ Michigan 
I-IA YES. S ................................................................. Ontario 
HA YES; E .............................................................. Michignn 
I-IA YES, R .............................................................. Michigan 
HEALEY, J ............................................................... Ontario 
FIENNES, W .......................................................... Michigan 
HERMES, J ............................................................. Michigan 
I-IlGGINS, J ............................................................ Michigan 
I-IIGGINS, L .. ......................................................... l\Iichigan 
HINELINE, M ............................................................... Ohio 
IIOEY, B ... : ................................................. .. ......... Michigan 
HOGAN, W ............................................................ Michigan 
HOLDREITH, M ................. ............ ..... ................. Michigan 
HUBERT, E ...................... ...................................... Michigan 
HUBERT, F ........................................................... Michigan 
HUCK, A ................................................................ Michigan 
HUGHES, M .................................................................. Ohio 
HUSBAND, R ........................................................... Ontar.io 
JACQUES ,A ............................................................. Ontario 
JAGLOWICZ, J ...................................................... Michigan 
JENKINS, } ..................... .......................................... Ontario 
JUBENVILLE, N ...................................................... Ontru·io 
KEENAN, J ............................................................... Ontnrio 
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KELLY, W ................................................................ Ontario 
KEANE, F ................................................................. Ontario 
KENEFJC, E ......................................................... Ne\V York 
KENNEY, L .............................................................. Ontario 
KENNEY, C .............................................................. Ontario 
KILDEA, B ............................................................ Michigan 
KLINE, L ............................................................... Michigan 
KNAPP. A ................................................................ Ontario 
KRAl\JER, A .......................................................... Michigna 
KRA VE, HUGO ...................................................... Michigan 
KRA VE, HEL1VIUTH ............................................. Michigan 
KRONERT, J ......................................................... Michigan 
LaFRANCE, F ....................................................... Michigan 
LAJEUNESSE, £ ..................................................... Ontario 
LALONDE, E ........................................................... Ontario 
LANDON, F ........................................................... Michigan 
LANDRY, W .......................................................... Michigan 
LANE, J ................................................................. Michigan 
LANGLOIS, A .......................................................... Ontario 
LANGLOIS, N .......................................................... Ontario 
LaPORTE, R ............................................................. Ontnrio 
LARIVIERE, P ................................................... ... Michigan 
LATCfIAM, F ............ ...................... ......................... Ontario 
LAUGHLIN, ] ....................................................... Michigan 
LAURANDEAU, J ................................................ Michigan 
LAWLER, E ........................................................... Michigan 
LENNON, J ......................... ................................... Michigan 
LERBERG, T ......................................................... l\lichigan 
LOWREY, F .............................................................. Ontario 
LUCIER, A ............................................................... Ontario 
LUCIER, H ............................................................... Ontario 
LYNCH, J .............................................................. Michigan 
LYONS, R ................................................................. Ontario 
Macl\.1ULLEN, J ....................................................... Indiana 
MADDIGAN, J ................................. Prince Edward Island 
MAHON, T ............................................................... Ontario 
MAHONEY, E ........................................................... Ontario 
l\1-AHONEY, J ........................................................... Ontario 
MAISONVILLE, 0 ................................................... 0ntario 
MAISONVILLE, L. .... .............................................. Ontario 
J\tlAITRE, W ............................................................. Ontario 
MAITRE, O ............................................................... Ontario 
MAJOR, W ............................................................... Ontario 
MALONEY, J ........................................................... Ontario 
MAN GIN, R .............................................................. Ontario 













:MARCERO, J ......................................................... l\1ichigan 
l\IARCHAND, G ....................................................... Ontario 
l\lARENTETTE. A ................................................. Michigan 
.MARKEY, CLARENCE ........................................ Michigan 
MARKEY, CARL ................................................... l\lichigun 
MASCARI, T ............................................................ Ontario 
MASCARI, J ............................................................. Ontario 
McCABE, J ............................................................. l\.1ichigan 
McCANN, A ........................................................... Michigan 
McCARTfIY, T ......................................................... Ontario 
f\'icCARTHY, F ......................................................... Ontarjo 
McCULLOUGH, K ................................................. Michigan 
l\iicCLOSKEY, F ....................................................... Ontario 
l'vlcCLOSKEY, M ...................................................... Ontario 
l'vicCUE, F .............................................................. Michigan 
l\1cDERMOTT, C ................................................... Michigan 
l\!lcDONALD, J. E ..................................................... Ontario 
McDONALD, J ............................................... Saskatchewan 
l\1cEL WEE, N ........................................................ Michigan 
McGUIRE, A ............................................................. Ontario 
McHUGH, E ............................................................. Ontario 
l\1cINTYRE, J ........................................................... Ontario 
McINTYRE, V .......................................................... Ontario 
TvlcKENNA, C ........................................................ Michigan 
l\1cKENNA, W ....................................................... l\1ichigan 
1\.11..KEON.. G .............................................................. Ontai·io 
McKEON, l\lI ................................................ ............. Ontario 
McLAUGHLIN, H ................................................. Michigan 
l\Icl\.iANUS, P ........................................................... Ontario 
l\iicMILLAN, J ........................................................ Michigan 
l\lcNABB, C .............................................................. Ontario 
l\tlcNABB, L ............................................................... Ontario 
McPHEE, J ............................................................... Or.tario 
l\1cRAE, C ................................................................. Ontario 
1\1ELOCHE, A ........................................................... Ontario 
MELOCHE, R ........................................................... Ontario 
MERLO, A ................................................................ Ontario 
MILAN, J ............................................................... l\.1ichigan 
MOONEY, V ............................................................. Ontario 
MOREAU, J .............................................................. Ontario 
MOREAU, W ............................................................ Ontario 
MORRISSEY, A ....................................................... Ontario 
MORRISSEY, W ...................................................... Ontario 
MUGAN, P ............................................................... Ontario 
MURPHY, P .......................................................... Michigan 
MURPHY, B. ! ......................................................... Ontario 
; 
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MURPHY, CHARLES .......................................... Michignn 
l\iURPHY, HAROLD ............................................... Ontario 
:ivIURPHY, HUGH .................................................... Ontario 
]\,JUJlPHY, I ........................................................... Michigan 
MURPHY, MERVIN ................................................ Ontario 
MURPHY, NORMAN ............................ .................. Ontario 
MURPHY, STANLEY ............................................. Ontario 
MURRAY, J ............................................................. Ontario 
MURRAY, T .......................................................... l\1ichigan 
NACHAZEL, W ..................................................... Michigan 
NACY, E ................................................................. l\ilichigan 
NAVARRE, K ........................................................ Michigan 
NAVARETTE, RENE ................................................. Chile 
NESTER, J ................................................................ Ontario 
NICHOLSON, R ....................................................... Ontario 
NIGH. W ....................................... : ........................... Ontario 
NOON, R ................................................................ Michigan 
O'CALLAGHAN, J ................................................... Ontario 
O'CONNOR, A ....................................................... Michigan 
O'CONNOR, J ........................................................... Ontario 
O'DONNELL, JOS ................................................... Onta1·io 
O'LEARY, G ............................................................. Ontario 
O'LEARY, M .......................................................... l\1Iichigan 
OLIVER, J .............................................................. J\,1ichigan 
O'MARA, J. J .......... ............................................. Iviichigan 
O'l\1ARA, P ............................................................... Ontario 
O'NEIL, ! .................................................................. Ontario 
O'NEIL, J .................................................................. Ontario 
O'REILLY, V ............................................................ Ontario 
O'SIIEA, T ............................................................. l\llichigan 
O'SHEA, W ............................................................... Ontario 
O'TOOLE, E ......................................................... Ne\v York 
OUELLETTE, E ....................................................... Ontario 
OUELLETTE, W ...................................................... Ontario 
PAJOT, N ................................................................. OnLario 
PAQUETI'E, J ....................................................... Michigan 
PAQUETTE, E ......................................................... Ontario 
PARENT, G .............................................................. Ontario 
PEACOCK, B ........................................................... Ontario 
PETRIMOULX, E .................................................... Ontario 
PHELAN, A .............................................................. Ontario 
PHELAN, J ............................................................ Michigan 
PHELAN, W ............................................................. Ontario 
POISSON, L ............................................................. Ontario 
POISSON, R ............................................................. Ontario 















Ii POL01VISKI. C ............................................................... Ohio 
PORTER, P ........................................................ .... Michigan 
POTTS. J ................................................................ Michigan 
POUGET, F ............................................................... Ontario 
PRATT, D ................................................................. Ontario 
PREDHOMl\.1E, N .................................................... Ontario 
PRENTICE, P ........................................................... Ontario 
PRENTICE F ............................................................ Ontario 
PRIMEAU, D ........................................................... Ontario 
PRINCE, R. ................................................. , ............ Ontario 
REAU1\IE, A .. ........................................................... Ontario 
REAUME, A YELIN ................................................. Ontario 
REAUME, L .............................................................. Ontario 
! 
REDDICK, J ............................................................. Ontario 
REDI\IOND, E ....................................................... Michigan 
REID, JOHN ............................................................ Ontnrio 
REISTERER, R. .................................................... Michigan 
RICHARD, JOS ........................................................ Ontnrio 
RICHARDS, JOHN ................................................ .. Ontario 
ROBIDEAU, R ................................................... ........... Ohio 
ROBlNET, A ...................... .. .. ............. ...................... Ontru·io 
ROBINET, J .............................................................. Ontario 
ROCHE, H ...... .......................................................... Ontario 
ROCKE'IT, E .................................. ....................... Michigan 
ROCIIELEAU, A ......................... ............................. Ontario 
ROCHELEAU, M ..................................................... Ontario 
RODRIGUEZ, C ................................................... Costa Rica 
ROGERS, J ............................................................... Onta1·io 
RONEY: E ....... ................................... .................... Michigan 
ROSE, C .............. ........ ........................................... Michigan 
ROY, JOSEPH .......................................................... Ontario 
ROY, R ...................................................................... Ontario 
RUDLING, J ............................................................. Ontario 
RUSSETTE, R .......................................................... Ontario 
RUSSETTE, W ......................................................... Ontario 
RYAN, C .................................................... .... ........... Ontraio 
RYAN, T .......................... .. .................... ............... Ne"' York 
RYDER, L ................................................................. Ontario 
ST. ANTOINE, W .................................................... Ontario 
SAVOIE. D ............................................................... Ontario 
SCHNEIDER, E. .................................................... Michigan 
SCHNEIDER, W .......... .... ... ....... .. ..... .................... Michigan 
SCOTT, C .................................................................. Ontario 
SEGUIN, A ................................................ ............... Ontario 
SELEWSKI, F ..................................................... .. Michigau 
SEY ALD, J ............................................................ l\.ficl1igan 
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SE\7 ALD, F ............................................................ l\1ic·higan 
SITANESSY: D .......... .......................................... .. Michigan 
SJ1IE,\, W ................................................................ l\lichigan 
~jJJEEIIAN, C ................................................................ Ohio 
SI I EEif Y, G ......................................... .................. l\Iichigan 
SfJEEFIY, J ......................................................... .... l\lichigan 
SHERIDAN, J ....................................................... Michignn 
SILL, S ................................................................. Ne,v York 
SKIFFINGTON, E. ............................................... Michigan 
Si\'llTH. \ .r. A ............................................ ............. Michigan 
STAPLE'IO~. S ................................................... Ne,v York 
STAPLETON, T .................................................... Michigan 
S'fE1\I1\1LER. C .................................................. : ...... Ontario 
STEFFES. H ........................................................... wlichigan 
STOCKBERGER, H ............................................... Michigan 
STOCKWELL, C .................. ..................... .. .. .... ..... Michigan 
STONE, E ............................................................ ... l\lichigan 
SPRENGI~R, G .............................................................. Ohio 
SULLIVAN, C ....................................................... Wyoming 
SULLIVAN, R ................................ : ....................... l\.Jichigan 
STURN, OLUS ....................................................... Michigan 
1'ACOl\. P ........ ................................................. ........ Ontario 
'f ARSNEY, J .................................................. ........ l\lichigan 
TRECEY, J. £ ........................................................... Ontario 
TREBILCOCK, G .................................................. i\1ichigan 
1'RESE, L ............................................................... Michigan 
TROlVIBLY, J ......................................................... M ichigan 
TROl\1BLY, O ........................................................ i\1ichigan 
1'RU1\.f AN, E ............................................................. Ontario 
TSCHIR1IART, J ................................................... Michignn 
TYNAN. W ................... ......................................... Michigan 
V1\IIEY, 11. A ............................................................... Ohio 
V ,\IIEY, W .................................................................... Ohio 
VAN ANTWERP, JOHY ..................................... Michigen 
VAN ANTWERP JOSEPH .................................. Michigan 
VAUGI1A1'1, F ....... ....................................................... Tcxas 
VAN HOEY, A ...................................................... Michigan 
VAN HOEY, H .. ..... ... .. .. ...................... ................. 1\1 ir.hignn 
VAN HORN, G .................................................... .. i\l ichigan 
WAG:\ER, J ........................................................... ~lichigan 
WAGNER, 1\1. ............................................•........•.. l\il ichigan 
W.i\LKER. A ..................................................... ..... 1\1ichigan 
WALKER. E ........................ .................... .............. 1\lichigan 
WALSI-I, V .......................... .................... .................. Ontar io 
W1\TERS. D .............................................................. Ontario 



























WHELIHAN, } ......................................................... Ontario 
WILKINSON, A ....................................................... Ontario 
WING, } ................................................................. Michigan 
WIWSIANYK, F ........ .......................... ..................... Ontario 
WOLF, J ................................................................. Michigan 
WOLFORD, } ...... ...................................................... Ontario 
WOOLCOTT, W .................................... .... ............... Ontario 
WRIGHT, G ................................................................... Ohio 
ZOTT, N .................. ............................................... Michigan 
94 
Ill. 
Graduates of Assumption 
College 
In Classics, Philosophy and Theology. 
1870-1922. 
ABEL, REV. J .......................................................... 1894 
ALLOR, E., B.A ..................................................... 1921 
BAILLARGEON, H ............................................... 1920 
BAILLARGEON, REV. M .................................. 1915 
*BAILLARGEON, PHIL., M. D ...................... -1898 
*BARRY, REV. J. F ............ , ................................. 1900 
Bl\.RRON, E .............................................................. 1921 
BATHE, \V. REV .................................................. 1916 
BA UB TEN, PHI L .................................................... 1877 
BEAHAN, THOS .................................................... 1920 
llEAI~Y, J ....................... -......................................... 1887 
*BEA UVIS, REV. F. E ........................................ 1898 
BELL, REV. J ........................................................ 1911 
BENSON, REV. R .................................................. 1922 
BERTRAM, F ........................................................... 1917 
BEZAIRE, THE0 ................................................... 1899 
BLAIR, RT. REV. J ...................................... -......... 1907 
BI,ONDE, REV. G ................................................ 1915 
BONDY, REV. L., C. S. B., B. A ...................... 1911 
I30UCHER, A .......................................................... 1908 
*BOURION, H ..................... - .................................. 1896 
BOWEN, REV. F. F .............................................. 1915 
IlO\VJ"'AR, F ................................. ·-·························1895 
BREHLER, A ........................................................... 1911 
BRENAN, REV. FRANCIS ................................ 1907 
DREN AN, REV. G .................................................. 1913 
Il RENN AN, J AMES .............................................. 190~ 
BRENNAN, REV. J. P .......... - .............................. 1898 
BRADY, REV. L. A .............................................. 1894 
*BRANCHEAU, REV. L. I. ............................... 1883 
BRIC, REV. J. J. S. J. ........................................... 1873 
95 
BRIGHTON, J. L. ................................................. 1906 
BRISSON, REV. D ................................................ 1906 
BRISSON, REV. MAXIME ................................ 1914 
*BRISSON, S., M. D .............................................. 1911 
BROKA \V, REV. J. M .......................................... 1895 
BROPHY, REV. W. P .......................................... 1908 
BROUGHM, J. R ...................... - ...................... : ..... 1897 
BROUGHTON, D ................................................... 1914 
BURKE, REV. A .................................................... 1894 
BURNS, REV. EDMOND, C. S. B .................... 1907 
BURNS, F. F ............................................................ 1892 
BURNS, J. A ............................................................ 1918 
*BURNS, T ................................................................ 1888 
*BYRNE, W .............................................................. 1909 
CAHALAN, REV. J .............................................. 1892 
*CAHILL, REV. A ................................................ 1888 
CALD\VELL, REV. E. A .................................... 1884 
GA~IPEA U, F .......................................................... 1885 
CAPPE, REV. S ...................................................... 1894 
*CAR LIN, REV. J .................................................. 1877 
CARON, M ................................................................ 1879 
CARROLL, REV. F .............................................. 1913 
CASGRAIN, H. R., M. D ...................................... 1876 
CASGRAIN, CHAS ................................................ 1877 
CARY, E ............. ." ....................................................... 1919 
CHARLTON, LE0 ................................................. 1905 
CHISHOLM, REV. H ............................................. 1917 
CHRISTIAN, REV. W. J .................................... 1903 
CLANCY, REV. P. J .......................... -................ 1896 
COFFEY, REV. J. F ............................................ 1875 
COLLINS, REV. CHAS., C. S. B ...................... 1893 
COLLINS, REV. F ....................... - ....................... 1895 
*COLLINS, REV. J. B., C. S. B .......................... 1892 
*COMMERFORD, REV. M ................................ 1892 
COMMAND, REV. J. R ...................................... 1894 
CONDRICK, J .......................................................... 1908 
CONNELL, REV. T .............................................. 1906 
*CONLON, REV. T. A ................................. _ ..... 1895 
*CONNIFF, REV. J. J ........................................ 1886 
CONNORS, REV. J .............................................. 1895 
CONWAY, F ............................................................ 1875 
COOK, J., B. A .......................................................... 1921 
CORCORAN, J. J .................................................... 1893 
*CORCORAN, REV. P ........................................ 1872 
CORCORAN, REV. W. T .................................. 1909 
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COTE, REV. A. J., C. S. B .................................. 1876 
*COYLE, REV. D. P ............................................ 1879 
COYLE, REV. JOS ................................................ 1908 
COSTELLO, REV. F ............................................ 1911 
COSTELLO, LE0 .................................................. 1907 
COSTET ~LO, C. J .................................................... 1907 
COSTELLO, REV. P., M. A .............................. 1911 
COURTNEY, REV. WM .................................... 1907 
CRO\VLEY. REV. M. J ........................................ 1896 
CULLINANE, REV. P. J .................................... 1893 
CULLINANE, REV. E .......................................... 1889 
CURLEY, R .............................................................. 1917 
CURRIER, REV. T ............................................... J917 
CUSHING, VERY REV. D., LL.D., C.S.B ...... 1877 
DALTON, J ............................................................... 1913 
DANTZER, REV. J. 1-································-·······1901 
DELANTY, REV. THOS .................................... 1889 
DEGAN, \V ............................................................... 1918 
DcKEYSER, E ......................................................... J 920 
DEAN, REV. \VM ................................................ 1907 
DENl\1AN. R ............................................................. 1918 
De PE\ V, REV. P .................................................... 1912 
DE PUYDT, REV. E .......................................... 1911 
DILLON, REV. D. L ............................................ 1899 
DINGEMAN, W ...................................................... 1920 
DORSEY, h ............................................................. 1917 
DOYLE, REV. L .................................................... 1906 
*DIXON, REV. N .................................................. 1878 
DOE, REV. ED ...................................................... 1907 
*D01\1AN, SAl\1 ....................................................... 1885 
DONOHUE, REV. J .............................................. 1879 
*DOOLING, REV. A ............................................ 1890 
DOUGHERTY, REV. ]. ....................................... 1888 
DO\VDLE, REV. JOHN ...................................... 1903 
*DO\VLING, MAT .................................................. 1890 
DO\VNEY, REV. J. P. S .................................... 1898 
D11MOUCHEL, REV. A. P., C. S. B ................ 1873 
*DUNN, REV. J. P ................................................ 1899 
DWYER, J. E .......................................................... 1915 
D\VYER, REV. P. C. N ...................................... 1881 
EARDLEY, REV. :M. F ...................................... 1898 
EGAN, REV. D. J .................................................. 1896 
EMERY, REV. AL ................................................ 1899 
EMERY, REV. J .................................................... 1907 
EPPENBROCK, J .................................................... I 921 
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ESPER. REV. G E0 .............................................. 1906 
FALLON, REV. J .................................................. 1909 
FALLON, REV. T ......................................... - ..... -1912 
FARRELL, REV. J .............................................. 1910 
FARRELL, RICH ................................................... 1890 
FEDE\VA, REV. H .............................................. 1915 
FELDPAUSCH, REV. A ..................................... 1915 
FER.G'CSON, REV. JOS ...................................... 1896 
FERGCSON, REV. T. L .................................... 1900 
FOULKES, REV. J. B .......................................... .1917 
FILLION, REV. J .................................................. 1910 
FINN, REV. A ........................................................ 1911 
FINSAL, K ................................................................ 1917 
FITZPATRICK, REV. A. M., S. T. D ............ 1907 
FITZSIMMONS, REV. J .................................... 1880 
FITZSIMMONS, R. F .......................................... 1890 
FIX, CHAS ..... ························-·································1878 
FLAN AGAN, REV. \V ........................ ·;················1910 
FLANAGAN, J. B .................................................... 1921 
FLANNERY, REV. T. \N .................................... 1917 
*FLEMING, REV. M. J ...................................... 1883 
FLEMINGS, REV. R. T ........................................ 1906 
FLYNN, W ............................................................... 1883 
FORD, REV. THOS. J .......................................... 1904 
FORSTER, REV. D .............................................. 1890 
FORSTER, VERY REV. F., C. S. B .................. 1896 
FUERTH, JOS ............................................. - .......... 1893 
*GADEIKIS, REV. J. A ..... _ ................................. 1906 
*GALLAGHER, F ................................................... 1888 
GAFFNEY, REV. B .............................................. 1916 
GAFFNEY, REV. F .............................................. 1907 
GALLENA, REV. W., D. D ................................ 1904 
*GARRY, REV. J ·······················-··························-1883 GARVEY, \V., B. A ................................................ 1921 
GERARD, REV. JOS ............................................ 1914 
*GIBBONS, J--····-·········-········································1895 
GIGNAC, A ..... ·-··································-····----···········1899 
*GIGNAC, REV. T. F., C. S. B ............................ 1892 
*GIRARDOT, JOS .................................................. 1877 
GLAVIN, REV. J., C. S. B .................................... 1916 
GLEESON, REV. J. ............ -................................. 1909 
GLEMET, REV. E ................................................. 1896 
GOEBEL, REV. G. A ............................................ 1895 
GOLDEN, D ............................................................. 1890 
GOLDRICK, REV. L. P ...................................... 1881 
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'l'l;OOD\\~IN .. RE\'". i\ ........................................... lDO,j 
GRACE, REV. H ..................................................... 1S9G 
*GRAND. REV. P., C.S.B ................................... 1874 
GREl~FJl, P ............................................................ 1884 
GRIFFIN, REV. ] ................................................. 1904 
GRIM.\ 1.DI. J. A .................................................... 1896 
GROGAN, E ............................................................. 1918 
GROGAN, F ........................................................ - .... 1918 
GUIX,\N, V., C. S. B., B. A .................................. 1921 
(;UJNF.Y, n. F ........................................................ 18'rn 
C Cl TT AR D. T., B. A .............................................. J 922 
H t\ CK ETT, REV. J. R ............................ ~ ........... 1908 
HA 1 CK. REV. F ...................................................... 1!)01 
::=H.\LLY, REV. J. A ............................................. 1885 
HANT CK, REV. E. A ............................................ 1913 
Ht\~LON, RE\'. J .................................................. 189, 
HANRAHAX. \\'.~ ................................................... 187!) 
HARD l '\7G, REV. C. J .......................................... 1908 
1IARDY. RE\'. \V .................................................. 191:; 
Ht\RRlGAN, REV. P ............................................ 1fli7 
HARRT~ON, REV. G ............................................ 1912 
HARTNETT, J ........................................................ 1909 
IIAYDEN, REV. \V. J .......................................... 1900 
HAYES, VERY REV. D. A., LL.D ................. .18:Jfi 
HEA I.Y, J. P ............................................................ 190:3 
HE\TH. REV. C. \V., S. T. D ........................... .1899 
HEXN"ESSY, REV. T. G .................................... 188-1 
HE"\'"TG \?\, REV. C. E .......................................... 18fJH 
HERMES, RE\'. "\V ............................................... 1917 
HE\VLETT, RE\y. F. \Y .................................... 1896 
HEYDON, REY. T., C. S. B ............................. .1881 
HILT .. REV. I<. D .................................................... 1901 
HICKEY, D. J ......................................................... 190ll 
HI LLEN!i.IEYER, E .............................................. 1898 
HILLEN;\JEYER, REV. H ................................ 1897 
HODCKI'\SON, CH.\S., M. D .......................... 1891 
HODGKTNSO?\, REV. EDM .............................. 187'9 
HOFFSTEDE, RE\. CHAS .............................. 189? 
HOGAN. REV. TOHN" .................................. _ ....... 1893 
HQ(;t\_ ·, RE\·. TAMES ........................................ 1904 
HOGAN, \V. J ... ~·-················-······························--··1896 
BO\VT.EY. E.D\\"ARD ..................................... - ... 1880 
. HO\VLEY, T. R ...................................................... l!l16 
HL"TNT, c. \\r .... ....................................................... lR!H'I 
HURLEY. REV. A. E., C. S. B ............................ J S!J.1 
99 
HCSSEY. REY. T. P ........................................... .1901 
Hl!SSEY, REV. T. M ............................................ 1906 
JACOBSON, PETER ............................................. 1880 
*JOOS, REV. J. A .... - ............................................ 1888 
JORDAN, REV. J ................. -................................. 1917 
JORDAN1 RE\'", P .................................................. 190'3 
I,ACHELLECK, REV. P .................................... 189·1 
I<:.A~E, l\l·-··········--···--··············································19~ 1 
K.i\NE, C .................................................................... 1918 
KEH O, ,\ ..................................................... : .............. 1892 
KEHO, T., 11. D ...................................................... 1894 
KEHO, REV. F .......... ·-··-·····································1891 
KELLY, RT. REV. E. D., D. D ................... - ..... 1885 
KELLY, REV. J. C. ............................. _ ................ l!Jl7 
*IZELL Y, C ............................................................... 1916 
KELI.Y, REV. J. l\1 ................................................ 1894 
KELJ.Y, LA \\'RE~CE .......................................... 190,3 
*KELLY, REY. M .................................................. 1873 
KELLY, REV. M. V., B. A., C. S. B .................. 1891 
KELLY, REV. T. F .............................................. 1908 
KELLY, REV. \YILLIAl\l ........ - ........................ 1905 
KENNEDY, L ................................................ _ ........ 1910 
KENNEDY, l\1 ......................................................... 1896 
*KENKEDY, REY. T. F ...................................... 1882 
KEYSER, REY. CHAS ........................................ 189"/ 
KILDEA, B ............................................................... 1891 
*KINNEY, REV. E. A .......................................... 1893 
KLRNNER, REV. H. F ........................................ 1902 
KLICH. REV. J. A ........ ·-·····························-······1906 
l(I..TNE, R .................................................................. 1920 
KOELZER. REV. J .............. -................................ 190~ 
KOENIG, REV. CHAS .................................. _ ...... 1895 
*KOENIG, REV. H. C. ......................................... 1888 
KRAMES, REV. A ................................................ 1883 
KROLL, REV. F .................................................... 1885 
LADOUCE UR, A .................................................... 1906 
LABEL LE, REV. G .............................................. 1907 
*LANDERS, REV. JAS ................................. - ..... 1880 
*LANGAN, P ............................................................ 1885 
LAKG LOIS, REV. \V ............................................ 1 !JOn 
*LANGLOIS, PROF. A. A ................................ 1878 
I .. ANGLOIS, REV. \V .......................................... 1909 
L,\REA U, G .................... - ........................................ 1907 
LAUGHLIN, l\1 ....................................... - .............. 1895 
LAVRENDEAU, REV. F .................................... 1899 
LE BOEUF, L ........................................................ 1910 
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LEFE\'RE. RE\'. ED\\ ...................................... 1881 
T.,EFEBVRE, REV. ED\V .................................... 1881 
l.,EO, J .A.. S ................................................................... 1894 
L'H ElJREUX, REV. P .......................................... 1892 
LIK DEM ANN, REV. T ........................................ 1900 
*LODATO, J., C. S. B ............................................ 1915 
I .. OEHER. B ............................................................. 1917 
LO\YR EY, REY. L. P .......................................... 1905 
I .. l"l1\,., 1< E\r. 1' ........................................................ 1896 
*1,YNCH, REY. J ·········-·········································1895 
l.,\'XCH, S ................................................................. 1921 
\1ACKESY. RE\". J. A ........................................ J fl! 1 
'.\ 1 A CKE Y, RE\ . E .............................................. .. HJJ a 
1\-1.I\D D F.N. E ......................................................... 1r.or, 
2\1.\G EE, P ....... ......................................................... 1911 
>!':\.IAHER, REV. J .................................................... 188.3 
11/\HONEY, REV. J. F ........................................ 1907 
l\1AHONEY, RE\'. P ............................................ 1910 
i\IAILLOUX, L ........................................................ 1913 
MA.LANEY, CHAS ................................................. 1903 
nIALLOY, REY. F .................................................. 1892 
:\IA LON'E, RE\". D ................................................ 1891 
:\f ALO)JEY, REV. J ....................................... -..... 1896 
l\IALONEY, ] ....... ·······--········-································190',' 
:Vl.\RCHAND. RE\'. L. ......................................... 191:; 
*:\L \ RKER, REV. R. L. ......................................... 1880 
:\lARRON, REV. \V .............................................. 1902 
?\lr\RTJ N, REV. T .................................................. 1898 
i\TARX. REV. J ........................................................ 1894 
11 \SAJ.,ES, R ........................................................... 1919 
:d/\URER. REV. GE0 .......................................... 1888 
::\1cBRADY, VERY REY., C. S. B. ..................... 18?4 
:\IcCABE, REV. E .................................................. 1901 
)1cC \BE, REV. J. ]. ............................................. 1896 
11cCAFFERY, REV. T. T •................................... 1897' 
*l\IcCA RTHY, CHAS ....... ~ ..................................... 1895 
:VlcC \RTHY, REV. H. D .......... _ ........................ 1898 
:.\kCOR1'IICK, REV. E. T ...............................•.... 1904 
.\lcDON ALD, REV. E. J: ..................................... 18$l1 
*\lcDONALD, REV. P." S ................................... 189::3 
11cDO:'.'JNELL, F., M. D ...................................... 1894 
::VJ c DO~ J'\ ELL. ]. .................... ................................ 1894 
:\lcDONKELL, REV. T. P .................................. 1887 
:\lrGt\RRY, J ............................................................ 1878 
i\lcCee. \\'., C. S. B .................................................. 1921 
n J cG EE, C .......................................... - ...................... 1911 
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).IcGIN N, J ..................... ........................................... 101·? 
.. \I<!GIKNfS, HUGH ................................................ 1Dl~ 
~lcl!L"GH. REV. A· ....... ........................................... ;91:'i 
l\lcIKTYRE, A ......................................................... 1911 
:\1cINTYRE, FR,\KIZ-........................................... 189~ 
*McKEOK, REV. J. A .......................................... 1876 
-:\kKEOK, RT. REV. P. J. ................................... 1891 
i\lcKEO~. H.EV. P ......... ......... ................................ 1917 
McLA-CG T JN. REY. D ........................................ 188 L 
*~TcJ\IANCS, RE\r. CHAS .................................... 1881 
l\Ic1'1ANUS, VERY REV. J. P ............................ 1881 
1IcNABB, REV. A .................................................. 1016 
McNAHB. REV. \V. P ............................................ 1917 
l\IcNULT\7 , REV. N. J.. C.S.B ...................... _ . .lS!JS 
i\lcQUILT.AN, REV. F .......................................... 1911 
Mc RA E. REV. D ................................................... J 878 
l\TcRAE. FINDLAY. M. D ................................... 190Ci 
i\TEATHE, REV. i\l ................................................ 1881 
l\fELJ_JNG. REV. J ................................................ 1907 
l\IELOCHE. REV. J. B., S. J ................................ 1876 
1\1ELOY, REV. J . .f., S. J .... : ................................. 1891 
l\IERKJ.E. REV. C. ............................................... 1910 
:i\ITNTCH, F ................................................................ 1908 
l\IOFFATT, \V ......................................................... 1909 
·.i\10HAN, \\1 .............••••..••...•••.......••.•...........•••••.•.•..•. 1917 
l\lOO~EY, F ............................................................. 1898 
i\10 R \i\. RE\·. T .................................................. 1915 
1\ I ORAN. REV. \V .................................................. 1910 
,:,MORLEY, RE\. A. J., C. S. B .......................... 190-1 
l\lULCAHY, REV. D ........................................... 1886 
l\IULH \XE, THOS ........................ - ...................... 1888 
"'MPN'GO\".\N, D .............. - .................................... uw.; 
*~1UXGOVAN. REV. lvI., C. S. B ...................... 1878 
*i\1CXGOVAN, S .................................................... 1882 
MURPHY. RT. REV. D. J .................................. 1894 
*l\I1:JRPHY, P. J ...................................................... 1877 
l\Il1R PHY, THOS ................................................... 1908 
l\ICRPHY, REV. \Ynl ., D. D .............................. 190:1: 
1TlTRPHY, \VILFRFD ............... - ........................ 1921 
1\H.:RR,\ Y. REV. THOS ...................................... 1887 
l\IURR.\Y, T. F ...................................................... 1911 
i\ICRRAY, REV. \V., B. A., C. S. B .................. 1909 
~1\' l~OTT, P_ ............................................................. 18!)6 
X~\GLE, REY. C., B. A .......................................... 190G 
XEEDHA:M, REV. J .............................................. 189G 
NEEDHA1il. REV. DENNTS .............................. 1no l 
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NEVILLE, REV. J ................ ~ ............................... 1907 
N EVTN, J ··························································-········1887 
NOLAN, \V. P .......................................................... 1903 
O'BRIEN, B. F ........................................................ 1912 
*O'BRIEN, RT. REV. F. A., LL. D .................. 1877 
O'BRIEN, REV. RICH ........................... - ............. 1895 
O'BRIEN, REV. J .................................................. 1896 
O'BRIEN, J ............................................................... 1883 
O'CONNELL, REV. P .......................................... 1894 
O'CONNOR, REV. D ............................................ 190.5 
O'CONNOR, RT. REV. D., S. T. L. ................... 1914 
O'CONNOR, REV. N ............................................ 1914 
O'CONNOR, REV. J .............................................. 1897 
O'COKNOR, T. P ..................... ······················-······-1914 
O'DONNELL, REV. A .......................................... 1917 
O'DONNELL, E. A ............................................. 1917 
*O'DONOHUE, REV. P., C. S. B ...................... 1875 
O'HARA, REV. S .................................................... 1891 
O'DONNELL, E. A ................................................ 1917 
*O'KEEFE, J ·············-·········-··································1892 
OLK, REV. A. J ...................................................... 1914 
O'MEARA, REV. \V. S .......................................... 1891 
O'N EI I.J, A .................................................................. 1915 
O'NEILL, REV. H .................................................. 1899 
O'NEIL, REV. J ...................................................... 19:!8 
O'NEl LL, REV. M ................................................ H)OO 
*O'RORKE, REV. T. F ........................................ 1883 
O'SHEA, REV. J. D .............................................. 1895 
OTTKE, F. P ............................................................ 1898 
PACA UD, REV. E .................................................. 1903 
PAQUETTE, J., B. A .............................................. 1921 
PARE, REV. G ........................................................ 1906 
PARENT, RT. REV. CHAS ................................ 188H 
PARKER, J ............................................................... 1920 
PA ULIKIS, J ............................................................ 1906 
PEPITPREN, R ....................................................... 1919 
PEPITPREN, R ...................................................... i897 
PFEFFER, REV. JOS .......................................... 1913 
PHANEUF, E .......................................................... 1903 
POISSON, I .............................................................. 1920 
PO\VELL, REV. F. G., C. S. B .......................... 1898 
PO\VERS, REV. J. A ............................................ 1891 
PITRE, REV. G ...................................................... 1908 
PLOURDE, REV. E. J., C. S. B ........................ 1899 
PO\VERS, REV. J. M .......................................... 1889 
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*PRICE, R ................................................................. 1883 
0 UAR RI E, D ........................................................... 18!>8 
O UI G LEY REV. J ................................................ 1909 
- ' 
<) U l N LAN D ··················-·················-·····················1894 
....... ' OUlNLAN L., B. A., S. C. ..... ·-····················-······1920 
.,,_ ' l{AG.i\.N, P ....................... _ ....................................... 189,1 
REATHE, REV. V. I3., C. S. B ......... - ............... 1892 
*REGAN, REV. M. J .... ·-···········-····-····················1892 
RENAUD, REV. L., C. S. B ........................ _ ...... 187!) 
REA l,'"l\IE, H .. ·-···············--·····-····················-···········1920 
ROBERT, REV. H. N--···················-·········-···········1001 
ROD IN SO?:\, \ V ····-······--·-·············-·············--·-·······J D08 
ROCHELEAU, RE\'. S ........................................ 1890 
ROCK\VOOD, RE\". F .......................................... l!Jl 7 
ROGERS, RE\'. \\". G., C. S. B., B. A ................ HI06 
ROT, REV. \Y ......... ·-·····-·-·······-·····························-1916 
ROOXEY, REV. J. A·-········-····················-·········U)OS 
*ROSE, HENRY ................................................ - ... 1897 
ROSE, RE\'. TOUSSAINT ................................ 1888 
ROTTACH, REV. \Y .............................................. 187G 
R CJ PERT, REV. U ················--·-··--········-·-··-·-·····--·18'16 
RUSH, L. E., C. S. B., B. A·-·····-··-····-···-·············1920 
RYAN, HUBERT .................................................... 1917 
*RYAN. HUGH .................................... - ................. 1 ~02 
RYAN, J AMES .............. ·-········--························--···1894 
*RYAN, REV. J. P ................................................ 1883 
*RYAN, REV. JOS ........................ - ...................... 190-b 
S AV AGE, A .............................................................. 188 7 
S1\\rAGE, \V ............................................................. 1Dl!l 
S.'\ VAGE, REV. ROLAND ................................ 1886 
SCARNECCHIA, A ................................................ 1 !JO!) 
*SCHREIBER, REV. J. M .... ·-··-·······················1883 
SCHROEDER, REV. H., 0. P ............................ 1900 
SEMANDE, RE'V. F. X., C. S. B ........................ 187G 
~ELINSKY, F ............. ·-····················-···-················-1917 
SHARPE, REV. A. X. M ....... - ............................. 1899 
*SHARPE, REV. J. P., C. S. B ............................ 1900 
SHARPE, REV. \\·., C. S. B., 1\1. A .. B. D ........ 1908 
SHAUGHXESSY, REV. P. C., C. S. B ... - ...... 1891 
SHERIDAN, REY. J., l\I. A., C. S. B ................ 1911 
SHIELDS. TERENCE ........... ·-·······-·····················1896 
SIDI.EY, REV. J ..................................................... 1887 
SIEBOLD, 0. L ....................................................... 1898 
SIFFER, JULES, M. D ........................................ 1896 
STI.I~S. F. S .............................................................. 1903 
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*SINN, REV. \\T ...................................................... 188G 
SKRZYCKT, REV. S .............................................. 1907 
SLATTERY, REV. J ...... ~··········-·························1897 
SLATTERY, \V .................................. ·-········-·········1686 
S'i.\lITH, REV. J. F ................................................ 188°1 
SNEATH. RE,1 • F .................................. - .............. 1911 
STACEY, REV. J. L. ............................................. l!J17 
STALEY. REV. L. ................................................. 1902 
ST AX LEY, REV. J .......... : ..................................... 1898 
*STOPP. G E0 ............ ·-···········································1891 
STOREY, REV. \V., C. S. I3., I3. A ...................... 1916 
SULLIVAN, REV. B .. M.A., C. S. B .............. 1914 
,;:SULLIVAN, REV. F .......................................... 1886 
SULLIVAN, REV. F ............................................ 1891 
SUL TJVAN, REV. H. D ...................................... 1896 
SUl,LIVAN, P ..... - .................................................. 1901: 
S LT LI-IV 1\N, RE\7• 11. .......................................... 1917 
S\\ EENEY, D., M. D ............................................ 189-:l: 
TA YI.OR, REV. E. J.-·····························-··-·-·····-1900 
TERNES, REV. A. P ............................................ 188·1 
THEOR ET, REV. A .............................................. 1909 
THERI.\ UL T, REV. L. P ................................... 1905 
THORNTON, REV. J. P ...................................... 1898 
TIERNEY, REV. E ................................................ 1906 
TIGHE, REY. E. J., C. S. B., B. A ...................... rn1 ,' 
*TSCHIRHART, LOUIS ...................................... 1890 
TISCHNER, J ........................................................... 188;; 
TOBIN, REV. J., S. T. L. .................................... .1890 
,:,TRA.HER, REV. H. G .......................................... 1881 
TROY. REV. J. E .................................................. 1887 
TROY. REV. P. J., S. J. ......................................... 1894 
VA LENTIXE, REV THE0 .............................. 1891 
YanANT\\ ERP. RT. REV. F. J., LL.D .. D.D .. 1877 
Y ASCH A LDE. REV. A. A., PH.D., C.S.B ...... 189:3 
*\TENS, REV. F ...................................................... 1917 
'"VERNEDE, REV. A., C. S. B .......................... 1872 
*\\.ADDICK, L. ... ····························-·········-············1921 
,:,\YA LKER, \\'AL TER .......................................... 1882 
\VAT 1, RE\. J. A .................................................. 1802 
\YA LSH. REY. JAS .................................... - ........ 190:i 
*\\T,\T.SH, D \~IEL. .............................................. 1021 
\VJ\ LSH, REV. J .................................................... 18!)6 
\V1\I SH, REV. ivL ................................................ 1910 
\VEA DOCK, J., M. D ............................................ 18!)..t, 
\VET3ER. HE\'. A ................................................... 1881 
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\VELCH, REV. J .................................................... 1906 
\VELTY1 REV. E., C. S. B., B. A ...................... 1914 
\VHELA.N, VERY REV. M. J ............................ 1892 
\VHELAN, REV. K .............................................. 1890 
\VHELAN I REV. T. L .............................. _ ......... 1881 
*\VHELAN, ARTHUR ......................................... 1903 
WHITE, REV. F. P ................................................ 1901 
\VHITE, REV. J ...................................................... 1917 
WHOLIHAN, D ...................................................... 1920 
WITTEMAN1 REV. G .......................................... 1906 
YOUNG, REV. J .................................................... 1912 
Z EM P, REV. A ........................................................ 1893 
ZINDLER, REV. J. M .......................................... 1901 
ZINDLER, REV. J. V ............................................ 1899 
*Deceased. 
N. B. - Several have graduated in two, and not 







Honours-John Hall, Em.met Redmond, W. Maddigan. 
Junior-Francis McCue. 
Honours-Philip Mugan, P. Brown, E. Cullinane. 
Day Students-Clarence Kenny. 
Honours-Aubrey Lucier, Joseph Geary. 
Christian Doctrine. 
Philosophy-William Dillon. 
Honours-Joseph O'Donnell, Leo Trese. 
Rhetoric-Philip Laraviere. 
Honours-William Hogan, Bernard Murphy. 
Belles Lettres-Thomas McCarthy. 
Honours-} ohn O'Neil. 
Fourth Year High-Viator McIntyre and Wilfred Maddigan (ex 
aequo). 
Honours-Joseph Dorsey. 
Third Year High-Stanley Murphy. 
Honours-George O'Leary, John Higgins. 
Second Year High-(Section A)-Clarence Beckerman, Norval 
Cadaret. 
Second Year High-(Section B)-A. Bencteau. 
Honours-Charles Stemmler. 
First Year High-(Section A)-Dan Bourke. 
Honours-R. Deimer. 




Grade VIII-L. Higgins. 
Ilonours-W. Schneider. 
Grade VII-Charles Defevre. 
Honours-A. Robinet. 
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St. Basil's Literary Society (The VanAntwerp Prizc)-W. Hogan. 
Honours-L. Trcse, J. Gibbons, W. Landrey. 
St. Dionysius' Literary Society-C. Stemmler. 
Honours-H. Daly, F. Dum1e. 
Oratory. 
Prize-John McMillan. 
Honours-J. Gibbons, W. Hogan. 
Philosophy. 
One Hundred Dollars in Gold, the gift of The Reverend James 
SLapleton. Won by-A. Denomy. 
Honours-W. Dwyer. 
Excellence Prizes. 
Rhetoric-] ohn Finnegan. 
Honours-R. Buhl. 
Belles Lettres-John Lynch, John Mcl\Iillan, equal. 
Honours-Thomas l\IcCarthy, P. Brown. 
Fowth Year High School-Viator McIntyre. 
Honours-C. Barron, C. Kenny. 
Third Year High School-A. I\ler lo. 
Honours-5. Murphy, G. O'Leary. 
Second Year High School-Twenty Dollars in Gold for General 
Proficiency, the gift of Mr. W. McKee, Sandwich-Won 
by Claren~'e Beckerman, W. Berry, equal. 
Honours-Philip Mugan. 
Second Year High School-(Section A)-W. Berry. 
Honours-C. Beckerman, N. Langlois, T . .Burton. 
Second Year High Sc;hool-(Seclion B)-Philip Mugan. 
/ Honours-Charles Stemmler, J. McIntyre. 
First Year High School-(Section A)-(The O'Neil Prize)-R. 
Diemer. 
Honours-W. Hall. 
First Year High Scbool-{Section B)-Eugene Cullinane. 
Honours-Edward Schneider. 
Commercial School-Dominic Waters. 
Honours-C. Markey. 
EighLh Grade (The Brokaw Prize)-J. Laughlin. 
Honours-J. Lennon. 
Seventh Grade-(The Downey Prizc)-A. Robinct. 








Honour:;-J ohn Hall. 
Rhetoric. 
English-W. Hogan. 
lionours-L. Dolan, B. Murphy. 
French-John Finnegan. 
llouours-tlernard l\Iurphy, W. Phelan. 
Latin-John Finnegan. 





Honours-P. Gleeson, J. Lynch. 
Latin-John McMillan. 
Honours-John Lynch, P. llrown. 
French-1'homas McCarthy. 
Honours-P. llrown, L. Berthiaume. 
Mathematics-PaLrick Brown. 




Jfonour.:s-Patric·k Rro" n, J. Lyn<'h. 
HH,H Sc1100L DEPAHnYENT. 
Fourth }' ear. 
Euglish-Viator l\1c1ntyre. 
Ilonours--N. Murphy, C. Barron. 






Honours-0. Deslippe, C. Kenny. 
Science--Walter Hennis. 
Honours-J. Morneal, W. Beasley. 
Mathematics-Viator Mclntvre. 
Honours-W. Hennis, H. Daly. 
Third Year. 
English-A. Girardot 
Honours-F. Burns, E. Treacy. 
Latin-S. Murphy. 




Honours-I. McPhee, V. O'Reilly. 
History-A. Merlo. 




Honours-A. Merlo, N. Pollard. 
Second Year A. 
English-N. Cadaret. 
Honours-A. Kramer, A. Brown. 
Latin-L. Langlois. 




Honours-A. Knittel, L. Langlois. 
Greek-W. Berry. 
Honours-L. Langlois, A. Knittel. 
History-N. Cadaret. 
Honours-R. Lyons, T. Burton. 
Mathematics-C. Beckerman. 
Honours-A. Brown, N. Cadaret. 
Second Year B. 
English-C. Van Horn. 
Honours-C. Stemmler. 
Latin-C. Stemmler. 







II on ours-J. l\J cln tyre. 




First Year A. 
English-R. Diemer. 
Honours-}. Geehan, D. Savoie. 
History-(Umtcd States)-E. Cullinane. 
Honours-E. Hayes: C. Polomsky. 
Latin-R. Diemer. 




Honours-T. Cumphell, N. Jubcmille. 
Fir:;t Year lligh School (Section B.) 
EngUsh-Eugc-ne Cullinane. 
Honours-E. Walker, E. Roney. 
History (Canadian)-W. Hall. 
Honour:,;-R. Diemer. 
Latin-H. l\1urphy. 








Arithmetic and Rapid Cal culation-C. Markey. 
Honours-F. Blay. G. Sheehy. 
Penmanship-}. O'Connor. 
Honours-F. Blay. 
Commercial Law-Dominic Waters. 
Honours-W. Donovan. 
English and Commercial Conespondence-Dominic Waters. 
Honours-C. Markey. 
Spelling-F. Bondy. 
Honours-D. Waters, B. Peacock. 
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Eighth Grade. 
Reading and Literature-J. Laughlin. 
Honours-W. Boylan, J. Sheridan. 
Spelling-H. McLaughlin. 
Honours-]. Laughlin, W. Major. 
Grammar and Composition-A. McCann. 
Honours-L. Higgins, J. Lane. 
History and Geography-Jas. Sheridan. 
Honours-W. Schneider, E. Stone. 
Arithmetic-H. Van Hoey. 
Honours-W. Schneider, J. Lennon. 
Penmanship-] os. Lennon. 
Honours-]. Lane. 
French-E. Durocher. 
Honours-P. Diesbourg, J. Laughlin. 
Seventh Grade. 
Reading and Literature-0. Maisonville. 
Honours-C. DeFevre. 
Grammar and Composition-C. DeFevre. 
Honours-0. Maisonville. 
History and Geography-C. DeFevre. 
Honours-E. Ouellette. 
Spelling-0. Maisonville. · 
Honours-E. Trebilcock, A. Robinet. 
Arithmetic-A. Robinet. 
Honours-C. DeFevre. 
Penmanship-C. DeF evre. 
Honours-0. Maisonville. 
French-A. Robinet. 
Honours-C. DeFevre, 0. Maisonville. 
Music. 
Senior Piano-Fred Sevald. 
Honours-C. Mahoney. 




























Hien S c1100L. 
First Class. 
E. Cullinane 
R. Diemer 
C. Beckerman 
W. Berry 
P. Mugan 
N. Langlois 
V. McIntyre 
C. Stemmler 
Second Class. 
E. Roney 
H. Steffes 
A. Kramer 
]. Carroll 
S. Fournier 
F. McCue 
C. McKenna 
Hugh Murphy 
L. Allen 
S. Bondy 
F. Burns 
P. Austin 
H. Dunn 
J. Geary 
J. Finn 
N. Jubenvillc 
C. Kenny 
E. Lalonde 
R. Lyons 
\V. I\Iaddigan 
F. Pouget 
113 
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